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Criminally Immoral Activity
Is Collapsing Entire World
how you would like to cut the cloth differently,
you are stuck with WHAT IS!
Paul O’Neill, AND your Judicial Head of State,
RE: U.S. TREASURER INVOLVED IN SOUTH
AMERICA AND ELSEWHERE. INTER-AMERICAN John Ashcroft (Attorney General), are PAID
DEVELOPMENT BANK AND OTHER POINTS EMPLOYEES of the International Monetary Fund and
WHICH ARE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE BONUS that means, also, the Federal Reserve but better
3392-181 PHENOMENON AND “WHY” GLOBAL hidden, usually, than what has now happened
ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION AND Internationally on the “send money” front.
Mr. O’Neill is making tracks all over South
OTHER RECOGNIZED ENTITIES HOLD “VALID”
RECOGNITION. IT ALL GOES BACK A LONG America and promising money to cover MISSING
WAY AND IS NOW A “CURRENT” DEBACLE AND money and trying desperately to shore up and keep
HEADACHE TO ALL INVOLVED PRIOR TO NOW silent the facts of what has happened in ongoing
and rather long-term games by a bunch of people
you will all recognize by name.
SOUTH AMERICA?
I am going to ask that a rather short article be
presented
here with no particularly big focus on
Hatonn—SAY WHAT? THE U.S. SECRETARY
OF THE TREASURY IS ALL ABOUT IMF/WB/FED anything other than general comment in the media
ALL OVER SOUTH AMERICA AND PASSING OUT about Mr. O’Neill.
I ask you to read it carefully and see what you
MONEY? LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT PAUL
get out of it and then we will dissect it a bit which
O’NEILL, U.S. SEC. OF THE TREASURY.
First, let us remind everyone that no matter can be called: “Filling in some missing pieces to
the interesting puzzle”.
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INNOCUOUS ARTICLE ON
RESCUE PACKAGE FOR URUGUAY
[QUOTING U.S., IMF Confirm Rescue
Package for Uruguay. Internet, Mon., 5 Aug. 2002
from AP for general distribution:]
U.S., IMF CONFIRM
RESCUE PACKAGE FOR URUGUAY
MONTEVIDEO—The United States agreed
Sunday to provide Uruguay with a $1.5 billion bridge
loan to enable its banks to reopen, while top officials
from the IMF, World Bank and IDB said they would
announce an increase in support later in the week.
Washington has agreed to “up to $1.5 billion in
short-term bridge financing… to Uruguay’s Central
Bank during the brief period until international
financial institution loans are disbursed,” U.S.
Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill said in a statement
from Brasilia. O’Neill arrived in Brazil Sunday on
(Continued on page 2)
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the first leg of a trip that will also take him to
Argentina and Uruguay, the countries hardest-hit
by South America’s growing economic crisis.
“We are confident that this enhanced program will
help Uruguay address the intense external pressures it has
faced in recent months. This confidence stems from the
extraordinary actions and commitments by the Uruguayan
authorities to address these pressures,” he said.
The U.S. announcement came after a joint
statement from International Monetary Fund, World
Bank and Inter-American Development Bank officials
stating they will increase aid to Uruguay from the
three institutions by $800 million, taking their overall
support from three to $3.8 billion, AP reported.
They would also accelerate existing
disbursements worth $700 million to Uruguay in
order to make $1.5 billion available next week,
once authorized by their respective boards.
The flurry of activity came after the Uruguayan
Congress scrambled to approve the banking system
stability act, aimed at averting a default on the country’s
international debt payments and allowing the government
to block the withdrawal by account holders of hard
currency held in state banks for up to three years.
[END QUOTING]
Does this look good so far?
Why would the U.S. Treasurer be involved in
any way whatsoever? Well, he is the hotshot
recognized mouth, in this instance, of the IMF.
HOWEVER, and far more important in this
particular instance is his PROBABLE relationship
with the Inter-American Development Bank. Wow,
thought they would never uncover themselves!
You have to realize something very important here
and that is that at the time we were working on
Herman’s “assignment” with, no less, V.K. Durham,
following Russell’s death, I asked that some checking
take place in the corporate structure of a few things,
for John Ray had discovered that there was NO
registration of several companies run by Bush as
to actual incorporation—anywhere.
We found this to be a fact in all instances—
HOWEVER, I asked that several be brought into
incorporation status and immediately we incorporated InterAmerican Investment Corporation (which later V.K.
demanded be turned over to her, unencumbered no less).
The other entities were a “trust” company
which required whole sets of incorporation rules
particular to trusts and banks. If it had been
differently established for “banks”, WE WOULD
HAVE INCORPORATED THE INTER-AMERICAN
DEVELOPMENT BANK IMMEDIATELY.
The Inter-American Development Bank was shown as
an ASSET to the Inter-American Investment Corporation
as the BANKING entity whose Governor was none other
than Robert Rubin (then U.S. Treasury Secretary).
Therefore, it might well be obvious who might
NOW be the Governor of that particular bank.
Inter-American Investment Corporation (IAIC) was
established with bunches of nations contributing funds
for various projects and other purposes. The bank
would, of course, handle those intended massive funds.
The fun part, however, is that they were established
specifically to facilitate USE OF THE BONUS
CONTRACT 3392-181 (UNLAWFULLY NO LESS).
MOREOVER, (IAIC) DID, AND STILL DOES, USE
IT—UNLAWFULLY TO THIS PRESENT DAY.
THIS IS WHY: The people in the know will

not deny our holdings but will, of course,
stonewall approval, for the amounts of the value
are outrageous. WE ARE, HOWEVER, THE
ONLY ONES BACKING THE ASSETS WITH
GOLD (INSTEAD OF STEALING THE GOLD
TOO) AND LIMITING THE FUNDS FLOW.
If the controllers are unlawfully using the asset,
then it is very difficult to bash anyone for LAWFUL
use of the asset. We are not picking a war—but we
are standing firm on the ground we hold.
DEVELOPMENT BANKS
Now, you might wish to suggest that probably
the Inter-American Development Bank would be the
only one of its “kind” around or about? No, there
are DOZENS of them, including the ASIAN
DEVELOPMENT BANK!
Is the ENRON mess looking somewhat smaller
to you now, readers? Moreover, are you who still
pick at our slow progress reconsidering the major
problems we face daily?
By the way, a BIG bunch of “BANKOS” are also
in that same loop and were also set up to launder
money from very, very dirty funds. You will also
remember that some banks were joint nasty-ventures
with even Mr. Bush as in BCCI and some even in Italy
of massive size. Of course the “Bonus” was used
with MANY, MANY banks who are/were in the
International Banking Cartel (IBC) loop of bandits.
By the way, it is time to warn everyone, especially
our friends dealing with the Philippine National Bank and
clearing up ownership and managing negotiations, that
J.P. MORGAN CHASE is in HOT WATER because of
derivatives (gold) and other antics. In addition, for
“COOKING THEIR BOOKS” while not reporting “at
least” $45 BILLION in those gold dealings alone.
THESE ARE THE FOXES BROUGHT IN TO
GUARD THE HENS?
OH INDEED, AND
HOPEFULLY KEEP THE BAD-GUYS HIDDEN.
STOCK MARKET MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
What exactly makes the problems on the public as
to crashes, lies, debacles and losses for the masses?
Well, the minute a corporation goes public and is listed
on the stock exchange—it is up for raiding, stealing and
manipulation. That has been fully recognized and utilized
since the opening of the very first exchange.
Therefore, NEVER expect us to touch anything
which deals in “shares” or on the “market”—period
and end of tale.
Any of “our” entities will operate on Lines of Credit
as backed by collateral called GOLD and through that
resource can ask for other letters/lines of credit which
will be fully backed likewise as in a “joint
venture”. If people do not wish to handle their
part of any joint venture in this manner—fine, they
may do whatever they choose—AFTER they have met
the agreements (MOA) of our joint-venture relationship.
THAT, BY THE WAY, INCLUDES ANY NATION
AND EVEN THE INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT
BANK—OR—CENTRAL BANK, ANYWHERE. All they
have to have is GOLD, my friends. They have stolen
plenty of that commodity so “no problem”—surely.
We only need, actually, clear and clean
Warehouse Receipts which represent GUARANTEED
holdings, for there is no need to spend extra funds
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shipping the shiny stuff around or longer hide it.
For instance, all that nice gold leased out or traded
for credits by such as the Philippine Central Bank—
can get it back and in the meanwhile the documents
are sufficient TO GUARANTEE holdings.
And YES indeed, they DO NEED “Global” to
keep that bookkeeping totally open and transparent
and ON THE BOOKS.
We experience right in Manila at the “Land Bank”
where an ex-President walked off with BILLIONS of
Dollars (Trillions of Pesos), through simply playing with
the books and cashing in illegal bonds and using
fraudulent land titles. This particular President then did
a real manipulation job in conjunction with major U.S.
corporations, like ENRON, as a very good example.
Citizens, this kind of criminally immoral activity
is collapsing your world, for there is no
FOUNDATION to hold anything.
There is a recently produced film which airs on
National Geographic channel and/or Discovery channel
which shows the inner-workings of the Federal Reserve
Bank and system. It is fabrication from start to end.
However, it is recognized that the mind will accept
anything presented if done in an authoritarian or
documentary style of “misinformation”. YOU-THE-PEOPLE
WILL NOT GET THE TRUTH AT ANY COST TO THE
DECEIVERS AND MANIPULATORS. UNTIL YOU KNOW
THAT FACT, YOU ARE IN INCREDIBLE DANGER.
The presenters will give you the information
they desire you to receive and destroy truth or
bury it so that you CAN’T know truth.
The interesting tale about the fabulous Yamashita
Gold in the Philippines is one of the most “sorry”
presentations ever given forth and yet it comes from
such an honorable source as National Geographic—
but serves as a perfect example.
There is more in the Philippines which confronts
the locals every day and seems to be missed by
almost all of the commentators and journalists.
There was a claim that the remaining HEAD of
the Abu Sayyaf, Sabaya, and two of his top men
were killed dead in a confrontation in the night—with
the Army as witnessed and directed by the U.S.
troops. Wow, there is even a videotape of the
event—which is so “badly done” as to SHOW nothing
except shadows—BUT, from that and nothing else, it
was “decided” that Sabaya was dead along with two
others. No bodies have ever been presented and the
only “things” for evidence had already been presented
to the public from the “Burnham” “rescue”.
No, it is well recognized that, just as bin
Laden, the Abu Sayyaf ARE ASSETS AND
TRAINED OPERATIVES OF THE CIA-Mossad.
This is NOT in question. In fact, there are
Special Forces trainers working with those groups
they were supposed to have been here to wipe out
and who were left behind for that very purpose.
The “terrorists” (working cooperatives) served their
purpose and now will regroup to serve yet another day.
Already, there are 400 U.S. troops appointed and
ready to be shipped to the Philippines this Fall. It
is no secret and who needs FORMAL bases?
Certainly NOT the United States of America.
I want to report something that I am also quite
confident that almost none of you know concerning
the recent visit of Secretary of State Colin Powell to
Manila. You might find it interesting that Mr. Powell
stayed less than a block from Ekkers in Makati. Just
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one building distant. So, do you actually think the
Ekkers are in bad-stead with the home country?
Mr. Powell promised a bit more help beyond
the gift prior to now of $100 million in surplus
military goods. He added to that military resource
some $55 million. This would/will be dished out
over, if memory serves, a 10-year period.
Note this is for “military” assistance—while
the whole country and Southeast Asia is going
down the drain. But no help otherwise than
piddling surplus military “goods”?
Guess what, Global Alliance WILL NOT offer
assistance for war purposes, including military
buildup. We will offer police furbishing and
military “standard” needs but those would also be
appropriated to “only peaceful/humanitarian”
programs, personnel assistance as to pay, living
quarters, family assistance programs, etc.
Mr. Powell knows better than anyone in Southeast
Asia that the area can stand on its own in stability when
Global is established. THAT will be the most remarkably
positive reflection on the U.S. of anything since sliced
bread and protected sex.
It will get the “Development” Banks back into good
standing while bailing out the “Bush”-related corporations
which had cost the world an arm and, surely, a leg. All
that without even having one cent lodged against the
U.S. Treasury, or for that matter, the Federal Reserve.
As an example, you can look at the topic above
about helping in South America. You don’t actually put
anything into the system—except the electronic funds
which will give RESERVES against which the local
government can then count it as assets and print money
against the deposit. But, it is still totally EMPTY—for
it remains simply empty paper. However, the claim of
“gold backing” gives it credibility if NOT reality. It is
a band-aid and nothing more to keep ability to hide a bit
longer until everything collapses under its own weight or
the world wakes up, which is not likely.
Could Global bail out such a large thing as Enron?
Yes, instantly—BUT, THE OTHER SIDE HAS TO
RETURN THE GOLD THEY STOLE—TO THE
COFFERS FOR BACKING OF THE PACKAGE.
WHY DON’T WE “PUSH” IT?
Why, we have been threatened, turned in to
INTERPOL and every other dastardly torture with ability
to apply. NO THANK YOU. Meanwhile, you citizens
of the U.S. are promised unlimited wealth to flow in
incredible abundance just through NESARA of some kind
as explained by Dove of Oneness and Four Winds,
which we already know are BOTH fraudulent groups.
Why in the world would Ekkers be willing to even
come set foot on the U.S. soil when they have been told
by miscreants, inclusive of V.K. Durham, that there are
Federal Warrants out for their arrest?
They even added an addendum to the charges
papers of Diane about the Ekkers NOT being indicted.
Would YOU trust this particular “Big Brother”?
Mr. Bush said in 1996 that he was “not yet willing
to deal”. That was relayed to us and we assume that
when and if they ever get ready to “deal”, they will call
us, for we have no intention of calling them.
If nothing else came out of the dastardly experience
of Diane, the truth and information of necessity was
presented, for otherwise the Feds had NO BACKUP
whatsoever for what they did and/or the case itself.

They had to get Diane to plead guilty to such a
minor thing as sending in the mail a brochure
(created by others) regarding something distributed
by a tiny little operation distributorship of which
they claimed she was somehow “manager”. To
Diane, at this moment, she cannot see much value
for “later” even though her “catch-22” today is her
open door for action TOMORROW. The rest of
the players and the truth will of demand be brought
forward on HER TERMS, not “theirs”.
And Ekkers? Oh, they will get their questions
resolved by INTERNATIONAL lawyers in
diplomatic circles. We will not give away either
strategy or further information but every step will
be timely and totally lawful in all ramifications.
For you inquiring minds as regards such as the
Inter-American Development Bank, please feel free
to contact Rick Martin-Cortright, for I’m sure the
above is not lost on his recognition—nor would it
be lost on Charles Neil. Certainly NONE of it
would be lost on Ret. Lt. Col. Al Martin!
If I were these immediately named people would
I be restive and insecure? Yes indeed, but NOT
because of us. A lot of people got copped out of a
major participation coming forth and are getting more
and more unhappy with each passing week.
Moreover, the Federal agents involved in the “Diane”
case are compromised and embarrassed and the
reflection is now showing up in unethical activities of
the local sheriff’s department in Tehachapi and
Bakersfield, California as officers ACTED on requests
from miscreant enemies of Diane. Looks ugly because
it IS ugly AND AT THE COUNTY-STATE LEVEL
IS TRULY A DIRTY LINEN-CLOSET “DEAL”.
Does Diane need to distribute vitamins? NO! Does
Diane need to be a volunteer sheriff? No. However, she
graduated from all their classes and was applying for full
time employment as a deputy sheriff (Kern County,
Calif.) when she was FIRED for being somehow related
to a “Phoenix” something or other with Ekkers as
relatives. It was stated and is in writing! The people
at the sheriff’s office even identified the person calling
in as being female but had to withhold full identification.
In COURT that identification will be demanded and the
person brought forth for testimony/interrogation.
So readers, just how is your day in the lands of
the free and the homes of the brave where you can
be raided and anything seized, even from your
person, without warrant or warning? All there has to
be is a claim of “suspicious appearance” or whatever
the enforcers wish to present. It is now called
“Homeland Security”. But then, you want security
don’t you? Certainly Ekkers do!
GOLD IN THE VAULTS
I remind you that when the economic bubble goes
bust you have a problem and the fire is going to be
turned up exponentially with one solution, AGAIN, being
to get all the available gold—away from YOU.
The powers-that-be already have the plan just
as they also have printed nice colored paper to fill
a need when the Titanic goes down. It will truly
be a cross between “gotcha” and “getcha”; be
damned if you do and damned if you don’t.
Will that impact our programs? Yes of course, but
not to overwhelm because we base everything ON
GOLD and what gold we hold will be as collateral
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against credit lines and loans—REMEMBER THE
POSSIBILITIES, READERS, FROM OUR EARLY
DAYS BACK AT THE RANCH! THE LAST THING
CONFISCATED WILL BE THE COLLATERAL
AGAINST WHICH LOANS ARE SECURED! Even the
big bankers won’t sit still for THAT. And NO, we
ARE NOT limited to something called a “dollar”. So be
it! God does NOT give out sloppy advice. Moreover,
why do you think Ekkers are in the Philippines?
We meet every agreement and expect those working
with us in any capacity to meet their agreements.
It takes longer, perhaps, but in the end it protects
everyone and every nation involved. We can deal in
ANY currency—and any “partner” is fully sheltered
and secured as to anything done with us.
I am also asked why we speak of these various
topics in a given focussed writing? Because I WANT
IT TOGETHER, for nothing is separate—ALL IS
CONNECTED and anyone presenting tricks on or
against us are going to get truth splashed upon the
scene over and over again into infinity!
We have worked against every barrier and tool,
even to persons, working for the Adversary in every illconceived and mean trick imagined. We now reveal it
all at every opportunity and publish it in the paper openly
for YOUR information, regardless of who you are.
We fight with no man, woman or child. Neither do
we enter into contracts with Satan so, if you wish to
share with us on this wondrous journey, welcome
aboard and bring your own seat belt. But we no longer
will accept responsibility for those who are just along for
a “free” ride to the goodies. And to the parasites:
your days are numbered.
You who help us will be abundantly repaid and you
who deliberately have brought damage and lies upon
your brothers—shall be rewarded appropriately.
My goodness, readers, you KNOW that finally
you can rest comfortably in the knowledge that you
are in good hands with All-State in that just today it
is announced that Britain is to bestow knighthood on
Alan Greenspan for his having kept the world
economy stable. And brothers, that is especially
important in this New World of Ozzie Osborne
being the new British IDOL and standard of
excellence. Where is Sodom after all?
In closing I am going to ask you readers to go back
to the CONTACT News Desk of July 31, 2002 and start
right at the beginning with “Mossad Chief”. The
presentation is on NUCLEAR capability with full intent
to use everything they have—while YOU IN THE U.S.
HAVE SUPPLIED ALL THE MONEY AND
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE INCREDIBLE
PREDICAMENT FACING YOU NOW.
Salu, GCH
dharma
8/8/02—#3 (15-357)
RE: GEO-POLITICAL AND CURRENT EVENTS
AS COVERED BY THE INTERNATIONAL
FORECASTER, 27 JULY 2002 (#4)—GCH/D
Hatonn—Some things come forth and are too
good to fail to take time and space to share with
all the readers we can possibly reach. This
document upcoming is one of them.
The authors (publishers) have printed on their
cover sheet to “Please tell ten others to tell ten
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more.” We will reach at least ten times ten and
that will help a bit perhaps.
These people believe that exposure is the death
knell of the New World Order and certainly
“exposure” is the ONLY means of bringing TRUTH
out of the chaos. Sharing is the only WAY, for you
must have what is, in fact, not in psychic revelation
of some mysterious/mystical kind.
We will do as usual and ask Dharma to retype this
and in that you can know that every word is acknowledged
and every letter attended in respect for authors.
Where there are segments of “advice” given
which would be “proprietary” as to the type of
newsletter from which we extract excerpts, please
understand that we will omit those portions. If you
wish to consider that information, please go to the
resource directly.
In this instance:
bif4653@comcast.net. Otherwise we will present as is.
As we move along and talk about such as (example)
J.P. Morgan Chase, Citibank, etc., please relate at every
opportunity to that which we have offered, yea even
today. Please remember that if “Chase” fails, it will
destroy, further, the Saudi Arabian investments as were
supposed to be safe and secure in Chase Manhattan Bank
but are obviously GONE WITH THE WIND.
NOTICE: TO YOU WHO HAVE TO MASSAGE
THESE WRITINGS PLEASE UNDERSTAND OUR
NEED TO INTERRUPT AND THEREFORE OUR
“FILE” LABELS AND DATES WILL FAIL TO
REFLECT PROPER CALENDAR SEQUENCE. TOO
MANY INTERRUPTIONS ARE TAKING PLACE
EVERY DAY THAT REQUIRE ATTENTION. WE
MUST, HOWEVER, HAVE SOME ITEMS TO DISk TO
MAKE SURE BACKUP IS AVAILABLE FOR
ONGOING EVENTS AND WRITINGS.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL,
ECONOMIC, POLITICAL
AND SOCIAL COMMENTARY
[QUOTING CCW ON TARGET! The International
Forecaster, 27 July 2002 (#4), Published and Edited by: Bob
Chapman, Vol. 6-No. 7-4, Phone & Fax: 941-639-4756.]
U.S. MARKETS
There was a secret emergency meeting on
Wednesday night (24 July) to discuss the deteriorating
situation of Citibank and JP Morgan Chase and
Morgan’s $24 trillion derivative position.
Our spies tell us Citigroup and JP Morgan
Chase are going to stay separate and have a
significant merger of operations. The merger will
also involve canceling out mutual obligations.
Chase is to get an off-the-books line of credit from
the U.S. Treasury. [H: I suggest you consider the
“Superfund” resource.] The real problem is the
derivatives position. Treasury did not offer the
money to unwrap it at current levels. If the price of
gold can be kept down, the whole contraption can
hobble along for a while. Ultimately, we think Chase
is toast and Citigroup will not fare much better.
They are plotting a big announcement from
George W. Bush to seize public attention, but we
haven’t yet found out what it is. Probably they don’t
yet know. All they want is a means of driving the
market collapse out of the headlines. Every thinking

person must be worried about what Dubya might do.
We surmise that U.S. plans regarding the
Middle East will be expanded. White House
staffers are talking about Saudi Arabia.
Unsurprisingly, the net effect of this meeting is to
convey a taxpayer-funded loan to the banks and to move
risk for the derivatives position to the U.S. Treasury.
Ever wonder how the U.S. Government, which is
“required” by the U.S. Constitution to guarantee to
citizens of the U.S. trial by jury, no arrest without a
grand jury indictment, the right to a speedy trial, the
right to confront one’s accusers, the right to habeas
corpus and the right of appeal, can strip those citizens
of ALL of those rights by simply giving the International
Criminal Court (ICC) jurisdiction over all U.S. citizens?
(The ICC has no jury, recognizes no right of defendants
before the court to face their accusers, no right of legal
representation, no right to a speedy trial, no right to
reasonable bail, and no need for search and/or arrest
warrants. They take you into custody upon allegation
of a ‘hate crime’, which can be simply ‘causing mental
harm to another’. They can hold you indefinitely before
trial.) [H: Anyone thinking Diane, for instance,
made a wrong choice had better re-read this
paragraph. “They” can do anything they wish and
make it “legal” and it can be based on non-truth
from beginning to incarceration.]
In allowing ICC to assert jurisdiction over U.S.
citizens, all three Branches of the Federal Government
are committing treason against American Citizens on a
mammoth scale. But Americans have long since proven
they don’t care what rights they lose so long as they
can incapacitate their mental faculties by watching TV.
Four years ago we said the Greenspan productivity
gains were a myth and so they were. Yet he continues
to tell us of every new outsized gain, which he believes
is the elixir for whatever ails the economy. The recent
gains in productivity as we have said over and over are
anything but miraculous; they are simply normal,
ordinary and cyclical. Productivity is certainly very
important, but unfortunately Mr. Greenspan has used it
as a diversion. Mr. Greenspan allowed the bubble to
take place. He is the elitist front man so he’ll take the
heat, that’s what he is paid for. When he uttered his
irrational exuberance comment the Dow was 5874 and
as you know he allowed the market to double from
there. He could have raised interest rates and margin
requirements, but he was covering himself. He would
warn the world of the bubble to come and then do
absolutely nothing to stop it, which is his job. This was
a deliberate policy of public deceit. He said, “The
raising of margins was an anachronism in January
2000,” and declared “The level of stock prices has
nothing to do with margin requirements.” If that
comment doesn’t smack of arrogance, we don’t know
what does, but that attitude has become commonplace
among elitists over the last several years. We believe
Mr. Greenspan had the wisdom to stop the bubble, but
not the courage to do so. At this juncture investors
could be out close to $10 TRILLION. Evidently the
media coverage of the blatant 400-point Dow reversal
recently has kept the Plunge Protection Team (PPT), in
which the FED is a participant, at bay. The world finally
realizes what we have known for years, the markets are
rigged. Mr. Greenspan also knows full well that
housing prices are finally about to descend. Even if
monthly payments are lower due to lower interest rates,
if you have no work you can’t make your payments.
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As the real estate prices descend the home equity
surge will end. The new economy, the Goldilocks
economy, the new paradigm, is history. We are
now in stage 2 of 4 or 5 stages of economic and
financial collapse. The worst is yet to come.
U.S. stock fund managers have achieved a 21.34%
loss as of 7/19/02. Bond funds are up a miserable
1.94%. Health and biotech are off 33.27%. Funds, that
are supposedly professionally managed, are getting
crushed and the worst is yet to come.
Sub-prime lenders’ stocks got banged around this
week as Capital One Financial Corp. was asked by
regulators to increase its loan loss reserves. Metris
Company, a sub-prime credit card issuer reported a
quarterly loss that was far beyond expectations.
Providian Finance went through the same thing last
year. Other lender stocks that were hit were MBNA
and Household Finance. This could be the beginning of
a credit bust that could take the housing market with it.
Last August we detected an abrupt slowing of funds
coming into the U.S.; the market was headed down and
irrespective of 9/11 we were about to have a correction
anyway. As we had said nine months prior to 9/11
that we expected a terrorist attack or an event that
would occur to be used as a cover for the markets’
descent. Capital flows suggested then as they do now
that the allure of U.S. securities is waning. This flight
has, of course, accelerated over the past four months.
This flight in part has been responsible for the failure of
what was a very powerful bear market rally. We are
sure you’ll recall we recommended selling into and
shorting into the rally. Both have proved to be very
profitable decisions. It fulfilled our adage, “when in
doubt, don’t”. Market fundamentals were and are still
dreadful. Over the next year foreigners will almost
totally desert the U.S. equities market. It is not
necessary for investors to sell U.S. assets for the dollar
to go down. The ballooning U.S. current account
deficit, which could be $450-$500 billion this year,
means that the U.S. needs to attract $1.2 to $1.4 billion
A DAY. Presently we are attracting declining net funds,
which as we predicted in April 2000, when we said to
exit the market, means we have a long way to go on
the downside. We get 84% of our manufactured goods
via imports, the result of a disastrous free-trade policy.
That means in order to reduce the current account
deficit we have to reduce spending on imports. That
spending makes up 63% of our economy, so you can
see that much financial pain still lies ahead. We haven’t
even felt pain as yet. Skepticism over accounting
standards and worries over equity valuations are driving
investors out of the market, and rightly so. We have
cited these reasons for over 27 months. If we really
want to understand how bad credibility is, and few take
notice, of the fact that after Mr. Greenspan and Mr.
Bush spoke in Congress and on live TV, the market
tanked all three times. Now if he can’t make the market
go up what propagandist can? The talking heads at
CNBC & 99% of their “guests” have long ago lost all
credibility and rightly so. In April the net flow into U.S.
equities and bonds from abroad was $35.3 billion and
who knows how reliable these figures are? This is the
same Treasury that is riding herd on the Plunge
Protection Team and is the control behind the
rigging of the gold market through the ESF, the
Exchange Stabilization Fund. The average net in-flow
last year was $42 billion a month. You can rest assured
that May, June and July figures are much lower due to
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the 10% plunge in the dollar. There is no panic yet but
the flow has to be outward. As we mentioned in our
last article the German two-year bonds offer 125 basis
points more than their U.S. counterparts, so naturally
fixed-income investors have been increasingly drawn to
euro-zone bonds. Especially since the dollar has fallen
and if we and George Soros are to be believed it will fall
30% plus. The lion’s share of the current account
deficit has been funded through the bond market and for
the above reasons that is drying up. By example only
$5.7 billion worth of corporate bond issuance has come
forth in July, down from $42 billion in June. The spigot
is about to be turned off just as we begin phase two of
the bear market. Equally as bad, U.S. investors are
increasing their exposure in Japan, Norway and
especially Switzerland. … The only thing we can see
that U.S. stock and bond markets have going for them
is all the other markets are doing just as bad, except for
some Asian markets. In a recent earlier issue we said
that would happen, as the U.S. is the economic engine
and when it stops for rest so does every other economy.
Asia has been a recent buyer of U.S. assets, but as the
U.S. economy goes deeper into recession, consumption
will slow and so will their exports to the U.S.
The non-stop growth of Health Care companies
hasn’t materialized. Few of the big pharmaceutical firms
have blockbuster drugs in the pipeline. Biotech
companies cannot meet inflated expectations of delivery
times. Drug regulators are insisting on more rigorous
tests before allowing new drugs on the market. Generic
drug firms are cutting into profits. Most of the money
that escaped the tech debacle went into drugs and
biotech only to get axed again. As you can see the
sector is fraught with risk and prices have already fallen.
Unless you have a situation when shares have
fallen from $2.00 to 30 cents and the future is
promising, we’d pass for the moment. We do
generally like the sector, but many stocks have got
to go along with the overall market.
General Ralph E. Eberhart, who is in charge of
defending America against attack says, “We should
always be reviewing things like Posse Comitatus’ and
other laws if we think it ties our hands in protecting the
American people.” The general wants the military to
be involved in domestic law enforcement, which is
against the law. We believe the general is being used
as a sounding board, a trial balloon, for the elitists to
convince Congress to change the law. Immediately
thereafter they’ll collect your weapons. The President
in his quest to institute a police state is letting others
speak for him. His new Northern Command sounds
like something straight out of the Roman Empire.
George Bush and his fellow elitists want full command
so they’ll be able to herd the American people around like
cattle. He also intends to have joint support with Canada
and Mexico. Canada has thousands of foreign troops
already as a permanent fixture. In the process,
amalgamation of the three countries can begin. We see
no sign of the enemy but the Pentagon is already
talking of combat operations in and around all
major cities. The military unfortunately has taken the
bait, now they’ll run with it. America is in deep
trouble if this Northern Command goes into
operation on October 1st.
Our contacts tell us that the USAF base near
Alamogordo is a German airbase and has been so
for some time. We’ve also been told that UN forces
regularly train near Helena, Montana and that there

are large warehouses full of UN armor outside
Billings, Montana under guard. A blind man can
add up the indications. Equipment is being prepositioned in this nation for some reason and we can
only think of one. THEY PLAN TO USE IT.
Changes the elitists envision: FOREIGNERS SEE A
NEW AMERICA EMERGING, ONE OF PREEMPTIVE MILITARY STRIKES, A FAILING
FINANCIAL SYSTEM AND THE NEW HUB OF
CRONY CAPITALISM. FREE TRADE IS FALLING
BY THE WAYSIDE AND AMERICA IS HEADED
TOWARD A CLOSED ECONOMY.
THE
FOREIGNERS
FORGET
THAT
THE
GLOBALIZATION THAT MADE THEM
PROSPEROUS WAS THE CAUSE OF THE
COLLAPSE OF THE WESTERN SYSTEM.
AMERICA WAS THE SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND
FINANCIAL GOLD STANDARD; NOW THAT
STANDARD WILL REVERT BACK TO GOLD AND
AWAY FROM THE FIAT DOLLARS. THIS IS WHY
FOREIGNERS ARE ABANDONING SHIP AND
IGNORING THE PLEAS OF MR. GREENSPAN AND
MR. BUSH; THEY DON’T THINK AMERICA’S
LONG-TERM PROSPECTS ARE GOOD. THEY ARE
PULLING THEIR MONEY OUT, BUT UNLESS
THEY GO TO GOLD THEY’LL FIND THE EURO
AND OTHER CURRENCIES WILL END UP NO
BETTER THAN THE DOLLAR. WHAT HIGH
MORAL GROUND THAT WAS NOT LOST BY
PERVERT CLINTON IS BEING LOST BY
NAPOLEON BUSH. WE HAVEN’T SEEN A
TERRORIST ATTACK IN A YEAR. WE CAN’T
INVOKE THE TERRORIST LABEL ON EVERYONE
WHO DISAGREES WITH THE PRESIDENT
INCLUDING AMERICAN CITIZENS. BRUTE
POWER WILL COST MILLIONS OF LIVES, BUT IN
THE END IT SOLVES NOTHING. YOU CAN’T
KILL THE IDEA OF FREEDOM. THE SYSTEM
AND AMERICA NEED CHANGES, BUT NOT THE
CHANGES THE ELITISTS ENVISION.
The Peoples Republic of California has finally gotten
around to issuing $11 billion in bonds, which is the
largest ever by a government agency. They will pay
for the electricity used in early 2001. The bonds will
replace the $6.5 billion the state had to divert from the
Treasury to stave off rolling blackouts.
If anything, the recent scandals bear out what we
have been reporting since 1967 and that is the on-going
reality of institutionalized white-collar crime in our stock
markets, corporations, government, banking and in the
media, which they control, which covers up for them.
It is a widespread and systemic culture of sociopathic
crime. The exposure they have brought over the last
few years has brought about bankruptcies, fines, and
civil and criminal actions. The result has been the loss
of consumer confidence, which has brought about a fall
in consumption. This has and will continue to bring
corporate losses and personal and corporate
bankruptcies. This criminal culture and its greed will
bring on depression in America and throughout the
world. THE KEY TO THE LONGEVITY OF THIS
CRIME SPREE WAS THE FEDERAL RESERVE,
WHICH SUPPLIED THE CREDIT AND CASH.
Congress simply wore blinders as they put everything
they could off-budget or in emergency appropriations.
Major Wall Street brokerage firms, mutual funds,
consultants and CNBC performed a massive pump-anddump operation while Arthur Levitt and the SEC pursued
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small brokers, small brokerage firms and small
corporations. Isn’t America wonderful? If you are a
crook at the top, you simply buy your way out. All the
subterfuge of the late 1990s is coming home to haunt
everyone. All they did was put off the funeral. The
average mindless American investor is still going to lose
more money before this is over. The glaring question
is where was the SEC, NASD, CFTC and the FBI while
all this has been going on? They were complicitly not
looking or not pursuing any of the Elite. Why aren’t
they pursuing the gold-manipulation cartel? We’ll tell
you why, BECAUSE THEY ARE IN ON IT. Everyone
in NYC and Washington knows what’s going on but
don’t dare to talk about it. Congress is terrified because
they are paid off by these very same criminals. All these
parties are part of the group who gang raped the
American investor and stole almost all his money. Again
no one goes to jail. They get to keep their ill-gotten
gains because they are part of the brotherhood.
[H: GO BACK AND READ THE PREVIOUS
PARAGRAPH AT LEAST THREE TIMES!]
SCHEMES AND THINGS
A DEVIOUS COMPLEX SCHEME BY Citigroup
helped Enron borrow money over the past three years
that was booked as coming from trades instead of loans.
The sham deals, involving bond offerings and trades with
a secret offshore entity, helped boost the Company’s
weak cash flow to match its growth in paper profits, at
a time when the gap between the two had grown to as
much as $1 billion a year. This makes Citigroup an
operating accomplice in Enron’s criminal fraud.
Citigroup said it did nothing wrong as has JP Morgan
Chase. Other fraudsters were Fleet Boston Financial
and Credit Suisse who can’t recover $1 billion, JP
Morgan Chase $3.7 billion and Citigroup $4.8 billion and
the insurers refuse to cover their losses for good
reasons. Guess what, after all the exposure not one of
these many hundreds of crooks will go to jail.
All those genius economists, strategists, analysts and
newsletter writers are discovering what we have been
saying for 27 months, that we are in a deflationary
mode. Consumer prices were only up 0.1% in June.
Yet, the trade deficit hit a new record of $37.6 billion
in May from $36.1 billion in April. Exports grew 0.7%
but imports jumped 1.8%. This is the lowest annual
year-to-year inflation increase of 1.1% since 1964 and
we vividly remember the year as a recession year as car
sales and real estate plunged. There is substantial
unused business capacity and real unemployment is
rising. Consumer purchasing power is falling so retailers
are dropping prices to attract buyers. This denotes
lack of pricing power for sellers and that means less
or no profits as we explained over two years ago.
There is no question we are going to follow the
example of Japan. The Nikkei Dow went down 75%.
If the Dow emulated that it would end up at 3,000.
Alan Greenspan has expressed little concern
regarding deflation. In fact he doesn’t talk about
it, because he can’t do anything about it. He
serves up pablum, “The economy is improving in
line with our expectations”. What a fraud. We
are anxious to see when all the above experts will
see the light and recognize deflation.
We have to laugh when we see comments
regarding more manufacturing exports due to a weaker
dollar. Manufacturing is a minor part of our economy
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now that free trade has wiped out 85% of our
manufacturing capability. What will the government
do when we are in a war, which our President
promises us, and we can’t manufacture the weapons
to defend ourselves? Do you believe China or Europe
will supply us? Not on your life. We warned of this
15 years ago, yet no one wanted to listen.
The U.S. is moving closer in its normalization of
relations with Indonesia by mending ties with the military
and allowing Indonesian soldiers to be trained in the U.S.
This after the carnage the military executed in East
Timor in 1999. The U.S. figures after three years who
cares how many people these thugs murdered. Thus
goes the global game of power. The basis for the deal
is threefold; the military will kill any al-Qaida threat in
the Muslim country, the U.S. needs Indonesia for
strategic purposes in Asia, and to gain conduit business.
[H: This is NOTHING compared to what is
taking place in the Philippines as we write. The big
brother U.S., in a blatant attempt to capture the
Philippines and protect the puppet GMA, has really
done it now. After Sec. of State Powell’s visit and
now, just yesterday, the big U.S. has declared
GMA’s current antagonists (the Communist-NPA
group) as being INTERNATIONAL TERRORISTS!
My goodness, readers, since when does the U.S.
have rights to enter a SOVEREIGN REPUBLIC and
announce edicts—which, obviously, bring troops and
wipes out the rest of the RP Constitution?
Well, right now! There is little protection left
for the failing Administration and the troops
(military) ended up a long way down south from the
Palace on the Pasig. There are groups, this new
terrorist-labeled among them, who plan to get rid of
this oppressive corrupted puppet regime.
Moreover, what was the U.S. to do since all the
recognized “terrorists” in the Philippines had gone
quiet? The games just never end!]
[A LOOK AT SOME SELECTED ITEMS IN THE
REMAINDER OF THIS PAPER, PLEASE.]
HOME FRONT
... many homeowners are selling, taking profits
and renting in a soft rental market. More and more
in the 55-65 age bracket find, since they’ve lost 50%
of their investments in the stock market, that they
can’t or don’t want to retire and can’t really afford
that retirement home they’ve wanted. People are
starting to wake up to the fact that things have
changed and they could well get worse.
Federal regulators have issued draft rules that
would restrict how much sub-prime credit can be
extended, how companies should go about getting
customers to pay off soured loans, and how
companies should reserve against bad loans.
Evidently the government sees a tidal wave of bad
loans on the way. Recent examinations of institutions
engaging in credit-card lending have disclosed a wide
variety of account and risk management and loss
allowance practices, many of which were inappropriate.
Overall the lenders are way over the edge.
Where is all that congressional action at the behest
of Wall Street lobbyists for Social Security to buy
stocks? It’s down the memory hole. President Bush
wanted to allow citizens to invest a portion of their
payroll taxes in stocks. That was a scant eight months
ago. A WSJ/NBC poll showed 55% of Americans
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opposed partial privatization of Social Security versus
41% who supported the idea. Workers would have
suffered losses of $31 billion if as little as 2% of social
Security’s finances had been carved out for IRAs in
1998. SOCIAL SECURITY IS BROKE. All those nonnegotiable bonds are worthless and if the government
wants to alter or stop the program, they can do so at
any time they please. All we can say is no Social
Security funds will go into the market. They now need
the money to offset large, mounting deficits again.
This is not a double-dip recession. This is a
recession. There has been a recovery only in the
distorted minds of Wall Street, Washington and CNBC.
The market supposedly telegraphs what will happen in
the economy six months down the road. Well, the S&P
500 has declined 30% over the last year. If history is
correct, the U.S. economy is nowhere near a bottom as
the wealth effect and consumer demand falls asunder.
Everyone is in denial and that won’t make the recession
go away. As Americans continue to look for the silver
lining, federal red ink is posing risks to both taxpayers
and consumers. The problem of federal debt has to lead
to new taxes soon, coming at the worst possible time.
George W. Bush is pushing as hard as he can to
get Congress to ratify his new Army of the North
in violation of Posse Comitatus, with the related
creation of the Fatherland Security Department, in
an attempt to implement a police state similar to
that of ancient Rome. The amalgamation of various
government agencies against terrorist threats is not only
a disaster but an effort to centralize all policing powers
under one fascistic leadership, Napoleon Bush. Thus far
House Judiciary and Transportation and Infrastructure
Committees have failed to go along with the Bush
program. Judiciary voted to keep FEMA independent and
to move the Secret Service to the Department of
Justice. They recommended keeping the INS under the
Justice Department. Transportation essentially agreed.
Then the House GOP Caucus wants to keep FEMA,
the Coast Guard, the INS, and the Secret Service in
the new Fatherland Security Department. We can
promise you that Republicans will get destroyed in
the next Congressional election. Their stand is the
antithesis of freedom and democracy.
Alabama activated a 300-soldier Army National
Guard tank battalion as part of the Fatherland Defense
Force. In addition 200 guardsmen from Special
Forces Units based in Auburn and Huntsville were
activated and will conduct post-mobilization training
and they will deploy to undisclosed locations in
support of the war on terrorism. Deployment will
last 1-2 years. Iraq, here we come.

True to form CFR member Joe Leiberman has
refused to call Robert Rubin, a fellow CFR member,
to testify regarding the Enron debacle.
[H: He dares not. This is the SAME Robert
Rubin who was governor of that infamous
Inter-American Development Bank now so in
the news. Can you just imagine the Pandora’s
demons loosed?]
Wall Street is rethinking its coverage of NASDAQ
since its collapse. Now that it’s back to 1997 levels it’s
being abandoned. Its stocks are off 37% for the year
thus far. CSFB has already dropped 100 NASDAQ
names while Solomon Smith Barney has put several
hundred under review. They are expected to drop 300.
They also cut 300 traders. Merrill fired 45 traders in
June and Goldman Sachs laid off 10 traders recently. It
is obvious the firms are experiencing a loss of business
and capital limitations.

THE ALIEN FACTOR

WHAT ABOUT THOSE AIRPLANES NOT UFOs?

Barney Frank (D-MA) is behind the legislation that
would allow aliens who have been deported because
they are convicted felons to apply for readmission to the
U.S. Present law has allowed the INS to deport 71,000
criminal aliens. Mr. Frank is assisted in this
endeavor by Sheila Jackson-Lee (D-TX) and
numerous Republicans. What is incredible and shows
where George W. Bush really stands, is that all
immigration hasn’t been halted because of terrorism
and 11-million-plus illegal aliens rounded up and
deported. How do these politicians think? They have
to be depraved by sponsoring the wretched criminal
refuse of foreign countries to remain here.

Boeing Company says that the aviation industry was
suffering the worst collapse of all time. The world’s
airlines lost $12 billion last year and have no profits in
sight. Government spending should keep Boeing going.

CHECK THIS ONE CLOSELY, FOR IT IS
IMPORTANT.
We predicted when the insurance companies
wouldn’t cover JP Morgan Chase and Citicorp’s Enron
losses that it would bring them down. The Senate
Committee investigation of Enron’s failure has opened a
can of worms no one in Washington wanted to touch.
They are in the CFR together. In the gold cabal on
Tuesday, July 23rd, AIG at $51.10 was off $5.05, JP
Morgan Chase $20.08 down $4.44, Citigroup $27 down
$5.05 and Goldman Sachs $67.73 down $4.27…
The best is yet to come. No one believed us.
Well they do now. Wait until the $30 TRILLION
in derivatives collapses. They have been writing
derivatives for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Watch
out below! AT&T had a record $12.7 BILLION loss,
SBC Communications, Inc. reduced its annual forecast,
and equipment maker Lucent Technologies will fire
7,000 MORE workers by January.
NOW TRY FOR A BIT OF “NEW DRUG” USE
Doctors are giving infants and babies the antiimpotence drug Viagra to save them from a lifethreatening lung condition even though it has not
been tested on children. How can they do this
with no clinical trials?
[H: In just the opposite way of declaring
colloidal silver a “new drug” and removing it
from the public. They can do anything they
want, my friends, and if you haven’t noticed,
then you are in for some really hard times.]

TRY A LITTLE INCEST
Wall Street is a cozy place. Both Citigroup and
Morgan’s stocks are being battered. Thus Citibank has
recommended JP Morgan Chase’s stock as a buy.
Next we expect JP Morgan Chase to recommend
Citibank as a buy. It’s called incest. [H: And it
happened JUST THIS WEEK since this writing.]
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ALL AROUND AND BACK AGAIN
In a complete turnaround Republicans capitulated
and passed legislation to pursue corporate crooks. Now
all they have to do is pass legislation to pursue
political crooks. [H: What ever happened to the
laws which already are in place?] Let’s have
legislation for jail time for politicians who lie about every
statistic that comes out of Washington and then is
revised. If given the truth, it would paint a dire picture.
Elitist dummies appear on CNBC all day every day
to pump up confidence, as they know more and
more scandals are yet to come. It has even become
so bad that the elitists now have an agenda of controlling
the rate and pace of discovery of the ongoing frauds.
Wait until they go after under-funded and pension fund
fraud. All the write-offs and losses will have a very
deflationary effect. All the government machinations in
the market are calculated to keep the investor
bamboozled as long as possible. They parade all their
“experts” across CNBC and everything will be all right.
Unfortunately 80% of Americans are deceived by their
lies. Remember these elitists are the same people who
want to impose a police-state bureaucracy and once
in place it will never be dismantled.
[END OF EXCERPT QUOTING]
Neither Dharma’s fingers NOR HER
STOMACH can stand another five minutes of this
copy. It is all being played out right before our/
your eyes, readers, and the confronting task is
overwhelming even on a “good” day.
I wish I could come along and sweep the
nightmares away, but I can’t. They ARE and must be
recognized before you can EVER consider change.
I have worse news for your realization system: If
you hadn’t wanted to gain a bit of free lunch off these
nonsensical games, you certainly would not have lost or
would be losing anything. Nothing on the markets are
longer “industrial” based. It is all manipulation with
shares, theft and lies. Capitalism as once established is
NO MORE. And yes: What do we do when the dollar
collapses along with the nonsense?
Good question, and anyone in our program is going
to be in Fat Cat City! That is if we can get the
deadwood thieves and grabbers off our backs.
I am going to again suggest that if you really
want a good read and to learn exactly what has hit
you—get Col. Al Martin’s book on the Conspiracy.
One of the Bushes himself described the exact game
used back when and repeated now—without even
changing the names or players. Just occasionally
reshuffle the cards and bury the informers and go
right on. The fraud continues right under your noses
right now! It is called the New World Order built on
fraud and Superfunds. However, so too are the tools
useful to the recovery processing.
We have now offered all of the writing, as we
stated up top. However, we certainly do suggest
you note the connection instructions and if
interested—get aboard that Internet. I fear that no
one basing their own careers and Truth on “the
market” is long for employment, for it is the
SYSTEM that is corrupted, oh blind ones.
Is there a “better way”? Well I guess so—
there certainly couldn’t be a “worse way”.
Salu, and may a breath of insight and wisdom
be allowed to enter.—GCH
dharma
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Bush Family: Champions
Of Lie-Generation Industry
Is war in Iraq necessary to save the stock market/economy?
8/9/02—#2 (15-358)
RE: SPEAKING OF “BUSH”, SUPERFUNDS, AND
LT. COL. AL MARTIN (RET.), FOLLOW-ON RE
YESTERDAY’S TOPIC
INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
AND PAUL O’NEILL, U.S. TREASURER.
Hatonn—Even though this may seem disconnected
at upstart please stay with us long enough to see that
the topics above are matches for ongoing information.
I don’t need to go into lots of blather about Lt.
Col. Martin. He served as a financial person
WITH President Geo. Bush in the Iran-Contra mess
and knows all about the Superfund of Mr. Bush as
well as all the background (in general) of what is
now known as the Global Alliance Asset (GAA), or,
should that be GAA-GAA as in “nanu-nanu”?
REMEMBER:
THAT
BY
LEGALLY
VALIDATING THE BONUS CERTIFICATE
(PERUVIAN) 3392-181 IT BECAME IMPOSSIBLE
TO EVER TAKE IT AWAY, FOR IT WAS TURNED
INTO A “CONTRACT” WITH CORPORATION
RECOGNITION—AND “THAT” WAS SANS BUSH!
That is, however, NOT my topic here today.
It is always fun when we write and before the hour
passes there are connective writings forwarded for our
attention. This one we offer now is coincidental enough
to interrupt the other topic we had begun yesterday and
postpone it for later attention. This one, Mark, fits
directly next in line to yesterday’s writing. Thank you.
Col. Martin knows the Bush Bunch just about
better than anyone around and therefore is worthy of
sharing his Truth buried in a bit of humor. YOU
ARE ALL PEOPLE OF THE LIE AND HERE IS
HOW IT WORKS—FROM THE TOP DOWN.
I am asking Dharma to type this rather than
just suggest a scan into the paper back stateside.
We want these items to be available for inclusion
into a journal and which would likely be
overlooked if not put to working disk.
If you haven’t gotten yourself a copy of Martin’s
book, it is time you do if you truly like intrigue and a
whistle-blower who can actually carry a tune. [THE
CONSPIRATORS, Secrets of an Iran-Contra Insider, by Al
Martin. National Liberty Press, LLC, P.O. Box 43, Pray,
Montana 59065. E-mail: virtualagency@yahoo.com.]
High level “ignoring” will not make us go away!
The following, however, is from the Internet
as forwarded on to us from Col. Martin’s site:
htt://www.almartinraw.com. [QUOTING:]
THINK LIKE A BUSH:
LIE COORDINATION BUREAU NEEDED
BY AL MARTIN
As of July 31, the markets have been down for four
consecutive months—the first time that’s happened in
twenty years. The release of this week’s economic

statistics, particularly the Gross Domestic Product
numbers, indicate that the economy was weaker last
year and that economic growth in the first half of
this year was also weaker than first believed. This
points out a growing problem: the increasing
unreliability of government economic statistics.
These numbers would always be revised from the
month before, but now we’re seeing revisions of
economic data released 18 months ago. The question
then is—why can’t the government get it right in the
compilation of statistics? Of course, the reason why
is because of the way the Reagan-Bush Regime
rejiggered all the economic statistics.
You’d think it would be a simple matter of gathering
statistical data. The problem is that until the ReaganBush Regime, government monthly statistics (eleven
primary statistics, including everything from
unemployment to housing to manufacturing to industrial
capacity) would almost never be revised.
Then in 1983, as Reagan-Bush economic
shenanigans began to weigh on the economy and federal
deficits began to grow substantially, the Reagan-Bush
people decided that all federal agencies involved in
statistical compilation and the release of the monthly
economic statistics would have to rejigger these
statistics, under the guise of “bringing them up to date”
and to “reflect a modern economy”.
The way these statistics were compiled hadn’t
been changed in decades. It sounds nice, but what
they did in effect is they added more and more
complicated sub-categories to existing statistics.
Now you find that, for instance, the monthly labor
reports have as many as twelve subsets of statistics
in them, which makes it difficult to extrapolate
information and put it in all these statistics, some of
which were made purposely contradictory.
It has nothing to do with improving these statistics.
It was done to politicize the economic statistics. In
other words, no matter how bad the situation was, there
would be one or more subsets of statistics they could
point to and say this number here points to a bright
future—when the overall number might be disastrous.
Jimmy Rogers, the famous history professor and
market trader, has consistently pointed this out over the
years—the politicization of economic statistics.
Now polls of investors show that this is becoming
a major concern because nobody can trust the
monthly numbers, and these are the numbers that
people base their investment decisions on.
If the numbers are useless, then people, in
essence, become paralyzed by inertia. The
government likes to say that there’s more economic
information available to the American people than ever
before. While it’s true that there’s more volume of
information available, if that information isn’t
considered to be reliable, then what good is it?
People are beginning to complain—how these numbers
can be revised as much as eighteen months in arrears.
The only thing the current Bush Administration
does is what his father did in 1991-92, when there
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were calls by brokerage firms to reform these
statistics. The Bush I Administration simply dragged
its feet, and the Bush II Administration does the same
thing. They’ll form a blue-ribbon commission to
study the issue and nothing ever gets changed.
Unreliable government statistics point out the
larger problem of Bushonian Government—when you
try to run government on the Big Lie Principle, you
not only have to have offices in every government
agency that generates the lies, you also have to have
an oversight pan-government agency function (and
this is what’s most difficult) to coordinate the lies.
Considering the resources that the Bush
Administration spends on lie generation and coordination
as divided among all the different agencies and bureaus,
it would be much cheaper to have one central bureau—
a whole new government agency as large as the FBI.
We could call it the LCB—the Lie Coordination Bureau.
[H: My goodness, I bet we could come up with
hundreds from whom to choose to run that office.]
That would be the sole function of this bureau and it
would be cheaper for the American taxpayers to do it
this way. And the lies would work better.
It should be remembered that during the Second
World War in the civilian administration of the Third
Reich, it was the Ministry of Propaganda that not only
generated the lies for all the other civilian agencies of the
Third Reich but also was in charge of coordinating
those lies. Joseph Goebbels was in charge of it as the
Reich minister. He did such a superb job in the generation
and coordination of lies that it made the German civilian
government, as many history texts will point out, one of
the most efficient governments ever formed. Part of it
came from what Goebbels said—that a government, which
operates on the principle of the Big Lie, can become
very efficient. You only need very efficient people in
charge of generating and coordinating the Big Lie.
And that is the problem that the Bushes have always
had. They don’t have good Lie Coordination Capability
(LCC). You see that even in such things as these
economic statistics. The LCB or Lie Coordination
Bureau should not however be confused with the
Office of Information Awareness at DARPA, the
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency.
According to their so-called mission statement, “the
DARPA Information Awareness Office (IAO) will
imagine, develop, apply, integrate, demonstrate and
transition information technologies, components and
prototype, closed-loop, information systems that will
counter asymmetric threats by achieving total
information awareness useful for preemption…”.
Maybe the Bush Administration is already aware of
the need for Lie Coordination. Watch out when
Bushes talk about “transitioning” information. This is
simply Bush Speak for stringing a bunch of small lies
together to come up with one new Big Lie.
Ironically, Vice Admiral John Poindexter, the former
Iran-Contra figure, is in charge of the IAO. Poindexter
was the head of the National Security Council (NSC)
and Oliver North’s superior, who essentially took the fall
to cover George Bush Sr. And now he’s been elevated
to this new position where his chief function is to string
together small lies to come up with a new Big Lie.
Remember—only in Hollywood and Washington
can people fall upward.
The so-called vision statement of the IAO reads,
“The most serious asymmetric threat facing the United
States is terrorism, a threat characterized by collections of
people loosely organized in shadowy networks that are
difficult to identify and define.” They could be describing
the Bush Cabal itself. Isn’t this an apt description?

But the logo of the IAO will really get the New
World Order crowd in an uproar. The logo has a
globe of the world in the foreground with a pyramid
in the background and the pyramid has an all-seeing
eye shining onto the Earth. Their motto is
“Scientia est potentia”, or “Knowledge is Power”.
And speaking of lies, on July 30, George Bush
signed the much-anticipated corporate anti-fraud bill and,
of course, the market immediately sold off afterwards.
It’s full of loopholes, which even the Democrats
don’t want to lose. I’ve never seen Bush make a
speech like this, and you could tell he was lying.
He was sweating. Just as I’ve said before, when
Jeb Bush lies, he starts sweating and he gets that
little red line between his forehead and his hairline.
When George Bush Jr. lies, he sweats too, but he
gets those blotchy red marks just under the high points
of his cheekbones. That’s how you can tell he’s lying.
All of the Bushes have certain facial peculiarities,
wherein one can tell they are lying. He said that from
now on, those who commit securities frauds and shred
documents are going to jail. After that he took out his
handkerchief and wiped his forehead.
And then off camera they caught him. He walked
away from the podium, and he wouldn’t take any
questions, which was surprising because there were
supposed to be open questions. They had Paul O’Neill
and John Ashcroft there, and Sarbanes and a couple of
the Democrats who helped him. All these guys were
supposed to say something after the president and they
had their little microphones on. But when he walked
past all of them, I don’t think he realized they had mikes
on. And the last thing he said in his speech was that
those who commit securities fraud and shred documents
to cover it up are going to go to jail. Then he wiped
his brow, and when he walked past Sarbanes, he rolled
his eyes, and when he turned his head, you could hear
him say, “I can’t believe I just said that.”
He’s rubbing the palms of his hands in his
handkerchief. I think he was actually frightened
by what he was saying.
By the way, the so-called False Anthrax Scare in
Washington will cost the American taxpayers $132 million.
This includes the buildings that had to be cleaned up,
the work hours lost and government medications that
were given out. In the Bush Administration, that’s a
bargain. It was a Bush-favored company that sold them
the faulty anthrax testing equipment (See previous
column “Bush Cabal Strategy...”). And it will be a
Bush-favored company that will get the contract to
clean up the mess from the false anthrax kits.
At one time, there were about 7,000 federal
employees out of work because of this Anthrax Scare
that has now been traced to faulty anthrax-testing kits.
Of course, then they said we’re cleaning it all up and
look how good our emergency response teams are.
Now they’re finding out that they have to reclean the
buildings because the people who did it originally
didn’t do it properly. It’s a little thing really, but it
so typifies the Bush Administration to take credit for
something and then we find out six months later that
their statements were a lie and it will cost the
Americans another hundred million dollars to fix it.
But six months go, they got the political brownie
points. For some reason, in the American psyche,
they never lose those brownie points, even when
its discovered later on that the whole thing was a
lie and it didn’t get done right and it cost five
times what the Bush Administration said it did.
The reason brownie points never get reversed is that
the American people expect government to screw things
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up. Therefore when there is a revelation that people
were lied to, it’s just a Big Yawn because people’s
expectations are fulfilled. Then when the Bush
Administration announces that something went right,
they get a surge of political brownie points because the
people never expect anything to be done right.
One of the things we’re not hearing about is how
the individual state treasuries all the way to the county
level are suffering under this Bushonian Economic
Meltdown. I have yet to hear anywhere on ProGovNet
Media (Pro-Government Network Media, i.e.,
Mainstream Media) that 17 of the 50 states have
declared an economic state of emergency. This is all
directly traceable to the Bush Regime because of the
Economic Meltdown and higher unemployment benefits,
which are costing the states a fortune.
State treasuries are much more sensitive than the Federal
Treasury to unemployment and the loss of tax revenue
because the state treasuries do not have a wide structure
of federal fees, which come in on a regular basis.
Another problem is that the states are so addicted to
federal grants and federal matching money that state
governments never really act to become efficient. It’s
a never ending cycle of waste and inefficiency, and
nobody has any vested interest to become efficient, to
broaden the tax base or to increase industry. The states
always take a negative point of view of what’s going to
happen during the next slowdown. They never think of
trying to capitalize on the next upturn.
It’s the same mindset that individuals on welfare
have. The states have the same addiction in relying on
federal funding. Every time there’s a downturn in the
economy, the states cry for more federal money. In
turn the counties cry for more state money. And in turn
the municipalities cry for more county money.
The problem is that the “Trickle Down Theory”
doesn’t work. You have a whole chain, which starts
with the federal government and everything has to
trickle down. The problem is that during economic
slowdowns the federal government decreases the
amount of aid it gives to the states in all different forms.
(You look at states like Utah, California and
Minnesota and you see horrendous budget deficits.)
The federal flow gets cut back and this has a
magnifying effect to the state treasury because the
state treasury is so dependent on that money.
By the way, this dependency cycle on federal
money deepened the problem of the Depression
enormously. Federal money might be only 10% of the
state treasury income, but it’s what’s called the Golden
10%. If you take it away, it creams the budget for
about 30% because the states don’t have as many
alternative sources of revenue as does the federal
government. But it’s really unemployment benefits that
eat up a state’s treasury in a big hurry.
Recently I was reminded of a statement made by my
attorney, Marc David Sarnoff, Esq., who represented
numerous Iran-Contra notables including Eugene
Hasenfus. As an attorney intimately involved in the postIran-Contra cover-up environment, he said that the
chapter in The Conspirators is “the most accurate
description of Iran-Contra he’s ever seen in print.” He
said I could quote him on it, and I just remembered this
because I’m actually starting to organize the writing of
another book to be called One Nation Under Fraud.
It wasn’t my original intent, but the subtext of the
book will be a history of Bushonian Fraud. These
would be the thirty top frauds (out of the hundreds and
hundreds of frauds), which I find most interesting and
most egregious—the thirty top frauds committed by the
Bushes—Prescott Sr., Prescott Jr., J. Walter (Prescott’s
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son), George Sr., George Sr.’s sons—George Jr., Jeb,
and Neil and the whole crowd. These will run the
gamut from the Destin Country Club Development
Fraud, to Silverado, to the Lone Star Trucking Fraud.
Over the last twelve years or so, I have catalogued
Bushonian Frauds and the number stands at 536 frauds
committed in the last sixty years. However, I will use
only the top thirty frauds, which include bank firms,
security firms, insurance firms, and gas and oil firms.
After you are through reading this new book, One Nation
Under Fraud detailing Bushonian Fraud, you will
understand why every member of the Bush Family has
a long-standing affinity to Jack Daniels and Prozac.
You will also understand why a 78-year-old man
(George Bush Sr.) jumps out of airplanes—and every
time he lands safely on the ground, he has a momentary
look of disappointment on his face.
Larry Kudlow, the notorious Reagan-Bush apologist
on CNBC, may have finally gone over the edge. In a
column published on July 28th, he wrote that war in
Iraq is necessary to save the stock market. In the
article entitled, “Taking Back the Market—By Force”,
Kudlow wrote, “The shock therapy of decisive war will
elevate the stock market by a couple thousand points.
We will know that our businesses will stay open; that our
families will be safe and that our future will be unlimited.
The world will be righted in this life-and-death struggle
to preserve our values and our civilization.”
He’s trying to hang the whole thing on some tinhorn
dictator that no one cares about anymore. If that ain’t
banging the drum for the Bush Administration?
Imagine—saying that we need Iraq as the final diversion
from our economic ills, and then if we defeat Iraq, we’ll
all beat our chests and buy a hundred shares of IBM.
Kudlow is the arch-Bushonian apologist, but this is
beyond the pale. They ought to put up Larry Kudlow
as the poster boy for Operation Drumbeat. Larry
Kudlow is the Republican Psy-ops’ Best Friend.
As of Friday, August 2, the economic situation of
the nation is so deleterious and declining at such a pace
that even I nearly threw in the towel and rang up my
doctor to get a prescription for Prozac. It should be
noted that when I went to the store at the pharmacy,
there were six people all lined up for Prozac.
In my case, it was a cumulative effect. The
corporate bond market is in a state of panic because
there has been a massive liquidation. Brazil, Argentina,
Paraguay and Uruguay have all warned the IMF that
their economies are perilously close to a state of
collapse. If that happens of course that will unleash onto
the market billions in so-called U.S. Treasury Brady
Bonds that have been previously used by the U.S.
Government to collateralize loans to these countries.
If billions of fresh treasury instruments
suddenly come onto the marketplace at a time
when the market is already loaded with treasury
securities (and it is frankly starting to be a little less
liquid particularly in the longer end of the maturities
spectrum), who knows what the impact will be?
The U.S. Treasury also announced that the Bank of
America would make an emergency $5 billion loan to the
Government of Uruguay—guaranteed by the U.S.
Government. This will be the first time that the United States
Government has put the arm on an American bank to lend that
nation money directly, based on a U.S. Treasury guarantee,
instead of the normal procedure of having the IMF loan
money or a having a direct loan by the U.S. Treasury.
This is very sinister, since the Undersecretary of the
Treasury said we don’t have the money.
The Treasury Undersecretary also stated that if the
United States could not work with the bondholders in terms

of letting these bonds come on the market gradually, the
United States, for the first time since 1793, might have to
seek to borrow money from European banks.
The debacle of state-issued bonds is also
growing. These bonds keep falling day after day
because people are so frightened about the multiple
billions that state pension systems have lost in the
marketplaces. The State of California declared a
force majeure on paying state employees salaries.
That hasn’t happened since Ronald Reagan was governor
and destroyed the state’s economy the first time.
The commentary from Carr and Company,
commodity brokers in Chicago, said what I have been
saying—that one of the problems is the enormous
amount of money the nations’ banks are going to have
to write off due to these huge corporate failures and
how much more of it is to come—at a time the banks
are writing off massive amounts of consumer debt.
There are also new accusations about the statistics
regarding the revisions of Gross Domestic Product,
going back eighteen months, which show that economic
growth through 2001 was substantially weaker than first
thought and that growth in the first half of 2002 was
only half of what was first thought.
New accusations are coming out that the Bush
Administration purposely withheld this data—
which, of course, wouldn’t be the first time Bush
Administrations withheld economic data.
It’s just one big mess. Like I said, even I
almost threw in the towel this morning and called
my doctor to get a prescription for Prozac. The Wall
Street Journal reported that Prozac use has jumped
by one third since the “election” of George Bush.
[END QUOTING]
Ah, but before you go away or back to sleep
you should try this next on for size and see if
your tummy-tum-tum can make it without an
intake of Prozac or at the least TUMS.
[QUOTING from FLORIDA TODAY, 8/8/02:]
Washington (AP)—The International Monetary
Fund, seeking to contain a deepening economic
crisis in South America announced Wednesday it
had agreed to provide an additional $30 BILLION
in LOANS to Brazil. [END QUOTING]
[H: Of course more loans will help because
without any way to pay off the interest and much
less the loans, you have a captive nightmare. Now
do not forget, Mr. Paul O’Neill is down South doing
all this liaison work where he SHOULD have no
input whatsoever. BUT, please reconsider for all
around the hapless world, yea, even in the
Philippines, the Central Banks who “make” the
money, sell the nations and control the
governments—are owned privately as we have spoken
of prior to now. It is a major FED operation
everywhere you go—and KNOW that manipulation is
the name of the game. What, therefore can a nation
do about its own sovereignty when it is gone, gone,
gone? And where, perchance, does that leave us?
Well, $30 BILLION is a lot of money and that
on top of the $1.5 BILLION “emergency loan” to
Uruguay yesterday it would seem Mr. O’Neill had a
busy trip and these are only two little examples.
Guess what caused a near disaster: “The
Brazilian currency fell to record lows last week after
O’Neill said the administration wanted assurances
that any new support to Latin America would not
end up in ‘Swiss bank accounts’.
“O’Neill and the White House quickly
backtracked from that statement and the
treasury secretary struck a much more
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conciliatory tone during his four-day trip to
the region, which included meetings with the
presidents of Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina.”]
BACK TO THE PHILIPPINES
The Philippine Vice President, Guingona, said in a
major article yesterday that of the new money $30 to $55
million PROMISED to the Philippines, nobody should or
can expect a cent. Why? Because the Philippines already
signed up for a World Criminal Court and THAT is
a no-no of the worst kind and the U.S., being against
the World Court, now blackmails the nations who signed
on for such a court. Good luck, United Nations.
So what can such as the Philippines do?
Well, without getting personal and possibly
overstepping observer status, what can be done?
The only way out of the Central Banking dilemma
is to Nationalize the bank and repudiate all debt
outstanding, demand ALL of the gold BACK and kick
out the blokes from these shores.
What will be done?
If it continues as business as usual—NOTHING!
BUT TIMES ARE HARD ALL OVER
Indeed, and one of the regular writers had a
tale to break your heart about Brazil in today’s
paper. It seems that in one of the more depressed
parts of a city a truck overturned. It was hauling
some cows. Within minutes the truck was
swamped with people with butcher knives and
machetes who promptly cut the cows into pieces
and before anything could be done—there was
nothing but blood left. They didn’t even bother to
kill some of the cows first before cutting them
into pieces. People, God watches without much
JOY in his being. WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
This has all been accomplished as to bringing
down the world economies by such dastardly
dealings without basis for one centavo. Yes indeed,
our team is tired, discouraged and they too cannot see
the end of the road. I can repeat, however, that we
do make it and God DOES prevail.
And on a closing note, the very next article received
by FAX today says that Famine looms for Angola. I
certainly would concur that you have wars and rumors
of wars, you have famine, pestilence, disease and
“trouble in River City”. You are also are having
outbreaks of West Nile virus down South in the U.S.
and there is also one more warning: Sturgeon (fish)
are literally attacking fishermen where at least four
have ended up in hospital. The most recent attack
was by a 5-foot Sturgeon who leaped out and hit the
fisherman in the chest which caused him to crash his
boat. These are in your great State of Florida but
the stories are that this is supposed to happen “at the
end of the world”. Certainly could be!
What we really find interesting from the collection
of notables is that Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon is
planning to attend a Miami rally next month to GAIN
American SUPPORT FOR HIS EMBATTLED
COUNTRY. And what does that tell you about Florida
voters? It is also to gain funds and support for
replacing the Mosque on Temple Mount with the new
Jewish Temple. All the Evangelical preachers are in
favor of that move in order to claim their “Rapture”.
Has everybody gone nuts?
Signing off, please, before it gets any worse—
for, yes indeed, it can and does.—GCH
dharma
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Global Program Is In Every
Nook And Cranny Available
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WHY THE TREASURER INVOLVEMENT?
Because the original letters of validation of the
Bonus itself are stashed in the TREASURY
DEPARTMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA—carefully hidden under security of the
very highest possible category.
SO, WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

8/10/02—#1 (15-359)
RE: “BUSH”, SUPERFUNDS, BANAUE RICE
TERRACES, TINY UPDATE ON “DIANE” STATUS
CONFIRMATION ABOUNDS
EVERYWHERE YOU LOOK
SOUTH AMERICA SPECIFICS
AS TO SUPERFUND CONFIRMATION
Hatonn—There are so many changes in the world
economic powers as to stun your senses if you knew
about them. Information must be released in segments
and then only if you have kept up with the background
can you decipher the game plan.
Years ago when the Federal Reserve valued the
Bonus 3392-181 in California (with Russell Herman in
tow) it was agreed that the Fed would honor increments
of $2.4 BILLION per “tranche” (transaction).
Therefore, the Bush Boys went forth and divided and
multiplied. HOWEVER, they were using unlawful and
illegal documents while, in fact, shifting corporations,
books, and you name the typical games of which we are
confident Col. Martin will get around to revealing.
MR. BUSH REFERRED OPENLY TO HIS ASSETS
AS “SUPERFUND” AND YES INDEED, IT WAS
BASED ON PERUVIAN GOLD CERTIFICATE 3392181 OF WHICH WE SO OFTEN SPEAK.
HOWEVER, the “Certificate” itself ended up
with Russell Herman for holding. Next came a
need to protect the document because it was a
“BEARER” certificate which had just jumped from
a minimal value at any calculation to being valuable
beyond any other asset on the globe.
So, the Certificate was listed as lost or stolen
but having proper identification with included
pictures of the certificate itself, for the protection
of Mr. Herman himself, the Certificate was
REPLACED by jurat (CONTRACT) which would
also be recognized as “BONUS 3392-181”.
THE CONTRACT WAS THEN ASSIGNED BY
LAW TO COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING
LTD. The only parties in THAT established corporation
were Russell Herman and Cecelia Xalis. Stock was
HELD so that CSEML would have control for itself of
the Contract. “We” now hold that corporation—100%
clear and clean. We do not hide it nor do we even
begin to recognize the full value of the continuing
compounding of interest. Our agreement with the
“Powers that Be” is to limit the funds utilized.
HOWEVER, ALL AGREEMENTS TO DATE HAVE
BEEN BROKEN BY THE IMF, WB, AND THE FED.
That, however, is not the topic of the moment.
Since the Certificate, and thus the CONTRACT, is
based on GOLD, the basic value is established on GOLD.
Again, HOWEVER, the unlawful utilization by the above
named entities was and is based on NOTHING except the
established increments of interest and principle (always
forgiven) in any transaction by the “Superfund” bunch.

Years and years have passed and banks have
imploded, books cooked and more funds transferred
without value collateral and now you have the debacle
of the world economy as you find it today.
$2.4 billion loans were established around the globe,
for you must understand that multiples of $2.4 Billion,
or numbers thereabouts, were a sort of standard. A $30
BILLION transaction would be broken down into “around”
about 13 separate tranches. But, once concluded as to
paperwork—Katy bar the door, for no further “regulations”
were necessary—just the cooked books.
When you see the ACTUAL breakdown of
agreements JUST MADE IN SOUTH AMERICA IN
SEPARATE AGREEMENTS AS REPRESENTED
BY PAUL O’NEIL, THE TREASURER OF THE
U.S., these statements will make very valid sense
even to the math-challenged observers.
There comes, for instance, an announcement
that there will be a loan FROM THE U.S. yet of
around but just over $1 BILLION. Then today it
is represented that there is another “INCREASE”
of this amount to $3.8 BILLION to Uruguay and
this will flow in $150-million increments. But, in
addition, $200 million is being dispersed
immediately to relieve the “immediate emergency”.
In addition, IMF-World Bank AND THE
INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK would
release $500 million and increase support from $3
BILLION to $3.8 BILLION “backed (guaranteed)”
by the U.S. you-the-people!
Now, readers, there is NOTHING left upon
which to ever expect REPAYMENT—it CAN’T be
paid back because the country is now “dumped”—
literally. This is simply a final takeover THROUGH
FRAUD of these nations—IN INCREMENTS OF
“ABOUT” $2 BILLION EACH. It costs NOTHING
to the New World Order OR the Superfund—and
there is NOTHING on which the transfers are based
except finger work on a computer transfer ticket and
that basically is from nowhere to nowhere. THE
LOANS THEMSELVES ARE ONLY LARGE
ENOUGH TO PAY THE INTEREST PAYMENTS
ALREADY DUE-AND-OWING THIS SAME BUNCH
OF HOODLUMS. THE ELITE MANIPULATORS
ARE ALREADY PAID OFF HANDSOMELY.
Readers, among the frauds Col. Martin might well
assign to the Bush Family, this should be at the top but
it was so blatant that it is probably missed in the
assumption it was too dangerous to continue utilization.
Col. Martin has already acknowledged its establishment
and use BUT ALSO RECOGNIZED, IN PUBLIC PRINT,
THE CURRENT HOLDINGS—HE JUST DIDN’T GET
THE RIGHT PARTIES—FOR HE WAS INFORMED BY
V.K. DURHAM THAT SHE HELD RUSSELL HERMAN’S
PROPERTY AS HIS WIFE. NO, SHE DID NOT AND
DOES NOT! IT WAS, HOWEVER, FURTHER
ACKNOWLEDGED THAT “…THESE CERTIFICATES
ARE NOW CONTROLLED BY THE DURHAM
FAMILY AND THE HELLENIC CORPORATION AND
COSMOS CORPORATION IN NEVADA”.

The problem is, readers, that we will only
work with use which requires backing by HARD
METAL GOLD—so that any bank is also covered
100% and thus back any transaction with GOLD
“with” the documents which in turn INSURES
total accounting in all instances.
THE GOLD HOLDINGS OF CENTRAL BANKS
NOW OWNED BY THE BANKING CARTEL/IMF
WORLD ORDER (INCLUDING IN THE
PHILIPPINES ) HAVE BEEN WIPED OUT BY THE
GOLD MANIPULATORS AND TRADERS.
We can, however, work with warehouse receipts
when a bank, for instance, produces the documents
which INSURE return capability of the gold itself to
its proper “home” and/or “holder”.
The only thing the Deeds of Assignment are FOR
is to secure the very transactions cleanly and clearly.
We don’t even insist a nation work on a gold standard
but our program WILL have a gold base—period. IN
THAT WAY “NOBODY” LOSES ANYTHING—EVER.
Mr. Bush announces he finds us “only a miner
annoyance”. OK, fine. Things just take a little longer—
for eventually the people will rise against the whipmaster. Unfortunately, in this day and age, the WRONG
CULPRITS WILL LOSE THEIR HEADS.
We do nothing which does not actually ENHANCE
the image of said dirty-dealers—BUT, they struggle to
keep the dark secrets and gang members from being
uncovered. Without any input from us, however, the
culprits are in such a mess as to be in the uncovering
process all on their own accounting (or lack thereof).
In the Philippines it is openly visible as the
Administration has to now break the law and the
Constitution law to simply “declare” by
Administrative Order (Presidential) that such as
former president Ramos “will not be investigated”.
Well, good for Mr. Ramos—he is walking away
with BILLIONS of payoff dollars and more in
Development Funds and fraudulent Land Deals. There
are multi-billions of dollars missing and proven to have
gone directly to him. That equates to TRILLIONS of
pesos. WE OFFERED OUR PROGRAM TO MR.
RAMOS ON AT LEAST THREE “KNOWN”
OCCASIONS, WHILE THE CURRENT “ACTING”
PRESIDENT SITS ON AT LEAST 14 OF OUR “INFO
PACKAGES”. EVERY MAJOR BANK HAS AT LEAST
ONE PACKAGE AND THE CENTRAL BANK IS IN THE
MIDDLE OF ANSWERING COMPLAINTS ABOUT
THEIR “FICTITIOUS” CHARACTERIZATION OF OUR
HOLDINGS. WHAT MIGHT THAT TELL YOU?
Are we somehow “hiding” our position or
holdings? No, we have the entire program in
every nook and cranny available.
We invite ANYONE AND EVERYONE to look,
listen and INVESTIGATE—and they have done so. The
only feedback is that “we aren’t allowed to...”. But let
us now see what will be done over the court-ordered
funds to our PARTNER, the Royal Family of the
Philippines. The bank has been ORDERED and again
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updated as to the order as of THIS WEEK but they
“have no funds” and will have to get it from the Central
Bank. Ah so—! Wouldn’t you think the Central Bank
would like to cover its own ass-etts?
Indeed, they can do so without so much as a
mumble to the public media or press to give away their
games, for we certainly DO NOT want any attention
whatsoever in this nest of vipers.
Even the U.S. through Sec. of State Powell
last week refused to withdraw the warning against
U.S. citizens traveling to the Philippines. The
removal of that warning was pointedly sought by
President Arroyo of Mr. Powell—to assist
supporting tourism. Tourism? Say what?
Would Ekkers entertain any of the representatives
involved? Of course, and do, every day. We do not,
however, budge an inch from the Agreement plan. In
fact these people entertain me constantly—for I am the
one in the middle and the “other side” has the added
advantage of those meetings being very physically
presented. You can take the statement regarding
“entertainment” any way you choose.
One question which is very, very frequently asked
of me is: “What do you guys do for entertainment?”
My standard answer is “Watch you!”
Speaking of tourism, I want to address an
unbelievable tourist attraction (one of the eight
wonders of the world) going down, down, down
into destruction and decay.
The best rice on the globe, without limits to the
potential “gourmet” market globally, is grown in the
WORLD-RECOGNIZED RICE TERRACES OF THE
Philippines. That quality of grain could be enhanced by
“wild” varieties and newly nutrient-added, perfected
varieties which could better handle the deteriorated
state of the terraces themselves until they can be
repaired, and better irrigation systems installed.
Those Terraces date back to the antiquities that
include the Pyramids of Egypt, Pharos of Alexandria,
Hanging Gardens of Babylon, Temple of Diana at
Ephesus, Statue of Jupiter by Phidias, Artemisia’s
Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, and Colossus of Rhodes—
and are on the very brink of disintegration.
If Diane is able to distract herself from her
current problems, she might well notice a couple of
very large CLUES in the above paragraph. Moreover,
some of the most incredibly recognized medicinal
plants could literally be cultivated in those terraces.
Records show that the first foundation for the
terraced rice fields was laid 5,000 years ago. At
its biggest, the terraced fields stretched to Cagayan on
the northeastern flank of the Cordilleras and to as far
south as Quezon Province. Now the remaining 4,000
square miles are found only in the six Cordillera
provinces and some parts of Nueva Vizcaya.
More than a thousand farming families from the
northern Luzon highlands are tilling the rice terraces. These
comprise about a million tribesmen collectively known as
Igorot (the ethnolinguistic groups include the Ifugao,
Kalinga, Bontok, Kankanoi, Tingguian, Tapayao and Isneg).
The Banaue Rice Terraces was inscripted in
the List of World Heritage IN DANGER.
The idea is to draw whatever necessary human
and financial resources, international technical
assistance and rally fervent political will and public
support for the conservation of the terraces.
Not only were the terraces attacked by giant
earthworms (LIKE VERY LARGE) but much

damage was sustained in the July 16, 1990
earthquake which now allows massive erosion.
Dharma asks if it is “too much” to ask for this to
be tended before it is lost forever?” NO, it is not and
teams are working to get our program introduced and
working in such projects as this very one.
Even the younger generation doesn’t want to
struggle with it any longer even though the traditional
care and use of those terraces go back eons.
I just point out that if you can’t see the
modern use of such treasures, then perhaps we are
losing this battle of recovery after all.
Those terraces could grow like crazy with small
tractors, strains of rice which can be planted
DIRECTLY without flooding the fields and jobs would
be created while industrial enterprises would thrive
exponentially as modern systems are introduced.
Right here is where some compressed-earth
equipment at every site could be utilized to hold those
hillsides. A good polymer “dip” for the “bricks” could
be applied to waterproof somewhat the terrace walls
until reestablished and that without pollution of any kind.
Then you also provide smaller tractors for tilling
and smaller harvesters for harvesting while retiring
the Caribou (plough buffaloes) to the pastures and
“tourist” centers where you can also have baskets
and other native craft available.
Some of the first things which would flourish are
helicopter facilities and small tour planes, for very
definitely the best vantage point is from ABOVE.
However, the plea is lost on the grabbers and
corrupted manipulators in high places.
THIS is what we want as to use of our assets—
not political advantage or religious enterprise. I also
ask YOU: “Is it too much to ask?”
How much would it cost? NOTHING! Think
about it. Our programs cost NOTHING and offer
EVERYTHING—just as GOD always presents in
HIS perfection.
NOW, WHAT ABOUT DIANE? (having
mentioned her above).
What is the status of her pending “do something to her”?
Nobody seems to know what to do with her
and you may as well share the humor, or if you
prefer, frustration.
In the rush to get her to sign the documents
and set her up for huge fines which were set to
go to the top of the scale if she refused to accept
the “plea”, nobody really thought out the
consequences of the “offer” in the plea itself.
In it was a “halfway”-house arrangement. The
arrangement started out with NO “TIME” and lengthened
(also when they were pressing for the plea) to four months
and guaranteed “to go to at least 8 to 18 months and a
‘felony’ conviction” if she continued to say she was not
guilty of even one item—which of course had diminished
to ONLY ONE ITEM and a third-class misdemeanor.
The Judge was left without recourse but to meet the
demands of the FDA agents and court prosecutors.
Now they have a dandy going. Of course by the
sentencing time the agents were OUT of the picture and
the dealings were with the youngsters in the
Prosecutor’s chambers in conjunction with their
“probation investigators” established in “the field”.
This was to make very sure that a high fine would
be invoked. This to the extent that food and
clothing for the children was “somehow left out”
of the financial calculations along with school expenses,
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travel, repairs to house or vehicles or ANYTHING,
inclusive of health care, dental care or insurance.
Diane was ordered to submit herself within 30 days
to the LAW MASTERS. However, although she
SUBMITTED and keeps in touch with her “officers in
charge” THEY HAVE NO ORDERS OF ANY KIND,
KNOW NOTHING AND CLAIM SHE HAS TO WAIT
FOR “TURNING POINT” (halfway rehab facility)
PERSONS TO EVEN DECIDE ON “WORK RELEASE”
OR “HOURS” AND COST OF THE “HALFWAY”
HOUSING PROGRAM—CALLED “REHAB”.
Ah but, rehab from WHAT?
Ah indeed, the use of the word “drugs” in the
absurd charges precipitated a whole farce of a new
kind. Diane has NO ADDICTIONS—to anything
save possibly vitamins and trying to make a living to
stay off welfare. What do you do in an addiction
rehab program with no addictions? Perhaps the point
is to pick up some addiction or other?
Oh it will certainly be as nasty as the justice system
can make stick because they already look so stupid as
to be the up-and-coming new cartoon craze.
We have suggested that she petition for
“house arrest” but with the hustle and bustle and
inability to leave the dwelling to deliver and
retrieve children, that sentence would be classified
as “cruel and unusual punishment”.
She could also demand incarceration and then she
wouldn’t have to pay a cent! Good idea if you have no
“work release” program, anyway. Or, she can present
the facts of having lost most of her “job” income and
demand to stay in the “hotel” for four months which
again presents as being unable to pay the fees.
The FINE of $10,000 is totally separate and apart
and is NOW due and owing.
THIS IS YOUR JUSTICE SYSTEM AT WORK.
Perhaps, after all, we can call those Rice
Terraces the Diana-Artemis wonders of the world.
Of course anything that might develop into an FDAconsidered plant would be excluded from the growing
fields. Diane had to even give up her consulting
position with Artemis to cut all associations with
anything called a supplement of any kind.
Since Diane only MAILED the brochures for which
she is convicted (and for which ONLY “she” personally
was named), I would suggest she not utilize any of the
former New Gaia creators or participants in any
association—which takes in all of the SPECTRUM
miscreant team and their contacts from years and years
back while they garnered the income from the company
itself, then accused her of distributing DRUGS while
they jumped ship. They were, however, after Ekkers to
STOP THIS PROGRAM. It didn’t work and no
indictment was handed down of any kind claiming too
much expense to the U.S. for “extradition”. Oh my—
no one even asked about such a thing.
So, the intent is to keep right on trying to salvage
the Rice Terraces and hopefully, some day, salvage
some of the Native American sovereign lands.
This can happen just as soon as somebody
makes the culprits RETURN THE GOLD
BELONGING TO YOU-THE-PEOPLE! Actually,
there only needs to be an accounting for ultimate return.
THAT is going to require digging up the Negev facilities
in Israel while getting PAST the nuclear
installations of “weapons of mass destruction”.
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CURRENT AFFAIRS
AS TO “INFECTIONS” HERE AND THERE
No, I have no interest in making any effort to aid
or assist in anything MEDICALLY ORIENTED.
I note, however, that in areas where standing water
was “treated” with a very small amount of silver colloid,
the mosquitos reproducing in said puddles and containers
were disinfected when they laid eggs and the larvae was
without infectious bacteria.
People who were given silver colloid were back on
their feet from symptoms of disease in less than two days.
Ah but, Diane must be incarcerated for ignorantly
distributing, indeed, “silver colloid” without labeling it
“supplement”. YOU HAVE COME A LONG WAY,
AMERICA .
Will we do anything more about silver colloid? NO!
And anthrax? Please spare me!
You walk so demandingly for restraints against your
persons—all the way to the slave quarters. Please,
indeed, spare us.
I had asked that New Gaia find another outlet for
some of the regular products such as Gaiandriana and
which were not ever referenced in any category
whatsoever. I believe that Artemis might have been
available or at least could suggest where you might find
the Product which is also known as a mitochondrial
“water” and/or a Chondriana solution or a “Dria”enhanced product—WITH NO CLAIMS OF ANY
KIND. It is YOUR immune system, after all, individual.
At one time you could get “Crystal Life” without
living drias from Texas for around $100-plus per [quart]
bottle. It sufficed as to chondriana content although Dr.
Merkle (the developer) recognized the lack of “living”
cells in his end product and asked OUR input.
The product has no relationship to “drugs” nor
makes any claims of healing or cures. It won’t even
make you feel better, actually. It only serves to enhance
cellular structure and that only to the immune system
and “energy” transfer system (mitochondria).
I do suggest that you NEVER use the recipe
offered globally by “the Watchers” and the MartinYoung-Bellringer “gang” for “establishing” “Gaiandriana”
in order to save the poor people in “Afghanistan and
Appalachia” where you start with “Gaiandriana that you
might have left ‘around’” and go forth with
contamination per their instructions. May God have
mercy on the quack-quacks. These things will,
however, be confronted IN COURT. And yes indeed,
that WOULD be “Federal Court”. [MM: Have a nice
day—Spectrum Cult!]
I will continue to suggest to anyone who wishes to
get the most from any colloidal solution—use
Gaiandriana, for it is the DNA “carrier” cells which
allow cellular interchange. Miscreant cells and invaders,
along with mutant facilitators, get INSIDE host cells and
hide the bacteria or viruses and most treatment
substances CAN’T get past the cell walls.
This is not complicated in concept nor even
sophisticated—IT IS PURELY ELEMENTARY, DR.
WATSON! And yes, in the same type of verbal
reference: “That’s what it’s all about, Alfie.” Now, how
do you think this is going to read for understanding
even two years from now? Most of your offspring will
have no notion of meaning NOW.
Salu and best wishes for a life, never mind good or
bad.—GCH
dharma
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Hatonn present in the Light of the Radiant One.
May we please continue on our work. I would request
that this book be finished and ready for printing by midmonth. It is better to update the material in additional
Journals than to either overload by quantity or allow to
lag in current information. These Journals, at this time,
are mostly for integration and insight into that which is
known. We are setting the record straight regarding
Space Command and participation within your
atmosphere and disqualifying those stories which are
in error regarding Space Brothers. It is necessary
that the Journals get out rapidly, for efforts are
strengthening to stop Dharma. After the facts are
integrated to great extent, then we can give her a bit of
rest. We must, however, show you ones that your
dangers are not from Space Aliens but most surely from
two or three major elements on your own planet.
No, it is not pretty and it is all but impossible for
you to believe that such mammoth secrets could be
kept from you; however, just as with the death camps
of the Allies (specifically the U.S) after WW II, we
believe it will begin to soak through to you ones that
the truth is far stranger than any of your surface lies.
It is indeed easy to cover up any action if your
media is totally controlled as is yours.
We will honor all the brave and daring ones who
have brought forth information and have been “taken
out” because of it. At this time, however, we honor
them but protect them, for these are indeed recent
events and families are at risk. May you the public
respect and honor those ones, for they gave their very
lives for your freedom. Thank you.
Let us continue with the wrap-up of the
Falkland Islands War and discuss the ensuing
Rockefeller fear campaign against nuclear war.
CAMPAIGN AGAINST NUCLEAR WAR
BY THE ROCKEFELLER CARTEL
At the point of June 1982 it would appear that
war of a major size was about to break out in the
Southern Hemisphere, but the real war in the
Southern Hemisphere was already over. What you
witnessed was the beginning of its bloody

aftermath. That aftermath was the battle for the
Falkland Islands. They had been promised to
Argentina as a reward for her role in the secret war.
As things were happening in the Antarctic area the
Bolsheviks were in Washington D.C. pressing for a
public announcement that the U.S. would side with
Britain. As soon as that would take place, military
action would heat up quickly around the Falkland
Islands. Britain had no choice but to fight. She had
already suffered casualties which could not be
explained without a public battle; but by fighting, the
Bolsheviks in Britain were running the risk of a
humiliating and tragic defeat for the Royal Navy.
Meanwhile “back at the ranch”, the Rockefeller
strategists in the U.S. were concentrating on a
fast-building, anti-nuclear-war campaign. On all
sides you were hearing about the so-called “nuclear
freeze movement”. There were documentaries,
articles, publicity of all kinds to sensitize you to
the terrors of nuclear war. There were even
referenda popping up on election ballots dealing
with the nuclear war issue. Medical doctors were
banding together to warn the public about what
would happen if there would be a nuclear war.
You were being told that all this was just popping
up spontaneously. You were then into 37 years of the
nuclear age and nothing like that had ever gained so
much momentum before, yet you were supposed to
believe that millions of Americans had spontaneously
gotten the same ideas at the same time. If you believe
that, my friends, I give up! Movements like that never,
NEVER, develop without leadership, organization, and
money—PLENTY OF MONEY! But can you see a bit
further now? If you can pick up the momentum now,
you can make great changes to care for your population.
Truth and knowledge can most surely preserve what
freedom is left to you and bring you into a safety
survival mode. Ponder it as we continue.
What you were watching at that time was the
Rockefeller public-relations machine at work. The
Rockefeller cartel could not afford to let a nuclear war
take place. If it did, they would lose everything
because they were not in a position to control it.
Instead, the deadly enemies of the Rockefeller cartel,
the Bolsheviks in the U.S., would win out if there was
a war; and so the Rockefeller faction was then doing
everything in its power to prevent a nuclear war.
Therefore, the then-present anti-nuclear-war
orientation of the Rockefeller cartel created certain
temporary common interests between them and
Russia; but as Russia’s new rulers knew very
well, this did not spring from any great moral
perspective on the part of the Rockefeller group.
It was a purely practical necessity.
The Russians regarded the United States as a
house divided, and they were exploiting that division
by working in a careful way with the Rockefellers.
Their first priority was to rid the world of the deadly
Bolshevik menace of all-out, even suicidal, nuclear
war; but once that was done, they knew that there
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would be a day of reckoning with the Rockefeller
cartel some day. And, brothers, you are seeing it
coming down in Europe this very day!
The Rockefeller group was working toward a
definite objective with their new anti-nuclear-war
propaganda. That objective was renewed power—and
power that moves them closer to their old dream of
World Government. The Bolsheviks in the U.S. had
unwittingly provided fertile ground for the powerful new
Rockefeller anti-war campaign. Under Bolshevik
control, the so-called Reagan Administration had
become so hawkish that it was scaring people. The
Rockefeller anti-war campaign was designed to
capitalize on that latent fear as a tool of power.
The smell of war was in the air. The Falklands
crisis was helping to make that more intense. The
Rockefeller propaganda machine was paving the way for
the argument that surrender of sovereignty was the only
way to avoid war. A new super-United Nations of sorts
was put into the works to fill the bill. It would have
teeth! As then invisioned, the new organization would
be based in Geneva, Switzerland. The working name
would be “World Nonproliferation Council”. The plan
was to bring it into being as the outgrowth of nuclear
nonproliferation treaties, but its true purpose would be
to use fear—the fear of war—to control you all.
SUMMARY
The Falkland Islands crisis erupted because of secret
Bolshevik-controlled naval installations in the Southern
Hemisphere. Those were attacked by joint action of the
Rockefeller cartel and the Russians in an attempt to slow
down the nuclear-war timetable. The attacks were
successful, but the results are still not totally conclusive.
It did not go as expected because General Haig was fired
and the planned nuclear war was averted by simply
bringing the truth to public attention—and the
perpetrators feared mass rioting from you the people.
PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE, TRUTH AND REFUSAL TO
ACCEPT THESE KINDS OF ACTION CARRY A
MAGNIFICENT IMPACT—FOR THE ELITE ARE
NOT READY TO DEFEND AGAINST “YOU THE
PEOPLE” IN THEIR OWN DOORYARDS. YET!
WHEN THEY CONFISCATE ALL YOUR DEFENSE
WEAPONS, I.E.—GUNS—THEN THEY WILL DO AS
THEY PLEASE AND YOU CAN DO NOTHING
ABOUT IT! OPEN YOUR EYES AND SEE THE
WRITING ON THE WALL. SO BE IT.
Britain’s Royal Navy took a tremendous
bombardment in that “little” war. No reports were
given as to that fact, but the return to England
was delayed just to patch and repair sufficiently to
keep the secret closeted.
Two major factions were struggling for control over
your United States—the Rockefeller cartel and the
Bolsheviks. They differ in style but both seek to
control you through fear. If you are ever to rise above
their trickery, it must be through the power of our Lord
Jesus Christ, your only hope. As the recognized
scriptures pronounce unto you, your Lord “… has not
given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love,
and of a sound mind.” You must learn to wage peace.
For your Lord declared long, long ago, “Blessed are the
peacemakers: for they shall be called the sons of God.”
Peace can only be found through the knowledge of
TRUTH THROUGH THE WORD! THE FIRST
IDENTIFICATION OF GOD WAS GIVEN RIGHT OFF

THE BAT—“I AM THE WORD”! FURTHER, IN
REVELATION: “THEN I SAW HEAVEN OPENED AND
A WHITE HORSE STANDING THERE; AND THE ONE
SITTING ON THE HORSE WAS NAMED ‘FAITHFUL
AND TRUE’—THE ONE WHO JUSTLY PUNISHES
AND MAKES WAR. HIS EYES WERE LIKE FLAMES,
AND ON HIS HEAD WERE MANY CROWNS. A
NAME WAS WRITTEN ON HIS FOREHEAD AND
ONLY HE KNEW ITS MEANING. HE WAS
CLOTHED IN GARMENTS DIPPED IN BLOOD, AND
HIS TITLE WAS ‘THE WORD OF GOD’. THE
ARMIES OF HEAVEN, DRESSED IN FINEST LINEN,
WHITE AND CLEAN, FOLLOWED HIM ON
WHITE HORSES—(AND SILVER CLOUDS)!!!!!!!!
Dharma, let us close this portion, for I believe we
have begun the cycle of curiosity whereby ones will seek
and see. The details of THE PLAN will be forthcoming
but man must first be ready to hear.
I will add a postscript to this Journal, for I wish
ones to realize that since our projection of the war
crimes by the U.S., OTHER LOSSES and prior books
such as UFOs, NAZI SECRET WEAPON? there has
been a tremendous flood of eyewitnesses coming from
the hiding places to confirm as eyewitnesses to the truth
of our writings. Bless them, for they are precious unto
God for their stand for truth and their fellow-man!
The postscript will only detail the last item sent
unto your attention: from THE SPOTLIGHT. Thank
you for this document and we reprint it here in honor
of their daring stand. That “paper” dared to
comment on the book OTHER LOSSES and now
dares to print other stories. The headlines of the
issue to which we refer reads: “CIA & MOB TIED
TO THRIFT MESS, Immense Scandal Unfolding!”
Yes, we will comment on that and further, we will
honor and back the truth-bringers immediately and
all the way! So be it and Selah!
Let us close of this document, for we have reached
a breaking point in the prior story but we shall now
continue with one volume upon another as we lay out
the current connections supported by the historical.
Thank you for your attention and God be with you
as you become PEOPLE OF THE TRUTH instead
of PEOPLE OF THE LIE! AMEN.
SALU, SALU, SALU,
HATONN TO CLOSE THIS PORTION
POST SCRIPT
WAR CRIMES BY U.S. CONFIRMED
EYEWITNESS REPORT ON IKE’S DEATH
CAMPS: Honor to THE SPOTLIGHT writer, Mike Blair.
[QUOTING:]
Since Canadian author James Bacque’s
blockbuster book OTHER LOSSES has been
published in Canada and West Germany (after
being turned down by at least 30 U.S. publishers),
both German and American eyewitnesses have
come forward confirming the book’s grisly details.
OTHER LOSSES is a highly authoritative and
well-documented account of the deliberate murder by
starvation, disease and exposure of some 1 million
German POWs at the close of World War II at the
direction of the supreme Allied commander in
Europe, Gen. Dwight David Eisenhower.
The title of the book was taken from a file,
“Headquarters/U.S. Forces/European Theater/G-1
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Division”, culled from the U.S. National Archives in
Washington by Bacque. German POWs, including old
men and boys in their early teens, who had died in
American POW camps, were listed as “other losses”.
Bacque, whose book is creating a sensation in the
United States despite the author’s failure to find a
publisher in this country to print it, recently stated that
“over 1,000 survivors of those death camps” have
written to him confirming the book’s revelations about
the heinous Eisenhower-directed death camps.
[Hatonn: Our publisher is in touch with the
author, etc. of this daring book and it will be
brought forth also through this source. It can also
be gotten presently from THE SPOTLIGHT [MM:
Now it’s been resurrected as American Free Press: Call
1-888-699-6397 toll free to subscribe or 202-544-5977
for other information.] who dares to offer it in the
face of the direct threats—and you thought Salmon
Rushdie had problems from the Iranians! Yes, dear
ones, right here in your U.S.A. Threats and active
attempts to stop Dharma are constant. PLEASE
open of thine eyes and ears—you dear ones are in
tremendous trouble.]
In addition, following the Spotlight’s reports concerning
Bacque’s findings (SPOTLIGHT, Feb. 12 and others)
and an interview with the author on Tom Valentine’s
Radio Free America nightly talk show on January 11,
more witnesses to the atrocities have come forward.
[Hatonn: I sincerely hope that all you readers
remember that an entire Radio Talk Show out of
Las Vegas was devoted to attempting to wipe out The
Phoenix Journals as the “biggest hoax of all times”.
Would it not appear that such attack must indicate
a very large secret cover-up which we are greatly
hurting? Pray constantly, please, for the daring
humans who walk in constant danger to bring this
information unto you-the-people who are about to
lose your very lives through the most heinous plans
on your planet.]
HORRIBLE ODOR: “I smelled the place two or
three miles before I got there,” is how Ben H. Jackson
of St. Clair, Missouri, described one of the camps he
visited along the Rhine River near Koblenz.
“We were not supposed to keep diaries,” Jackson,
who was a member of a U.S. P-47 fighter-bomber
group, told THE SPOTLIGHT, “so I am uncertain about
the date… early in 1945… but I was told that I could
go to see some executions. I didn’t care for that, but
I went to the barbwire enclosure with the prisoners
standing around some bonfires, in the mud.
“It was cold and misty, and I saw nothing in the
way of shelter but assumed that this was a very
temporary arrangement. Hearsay was that there were
80,000 POWs, also that 30 to 40 were dying each day,
which didn’t seem unreasonable considering their
numbers.”
Former U.S. Army 2nd Lt. Arthur W. Von Fange,
now of Syracuse, Indiana, related to THE SPOTLIGHT
a terrible account of encountering about a dozen locked
railroad cars, each built for eight horses or 40 men, that
were parked at a siding near the city of Remagen, site
of the famous bridge over the Rhine River that was
captured by U.S. forces in early March 1945.
FILLED WITH POWS: From shouts and cries
coming from the cars, which were sealed off by
barbwire and guarded by U.S. troops, Von Fange is
certain that the railroad cars were filled with German
POWs being transported to some camp.
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Meanwhile they were kept locked in the cars at the
siding, the sun beating down on the roofs. They were
given neither food nor water. They were at the siding,
Von Fange explained, for “several days”.
U.S. officials in the area claimed that the cars
contained riotous Black Senegalese troops, who
had been fighting the Germans while allied with
French troops. However, Von Fange stated that
this was “just a cover story”.
GERMAN SURVIVORS: Some of the reports now
surfacing from German survivors of the death camps add
further evidence to support Bacque’s gruesome findings.
Here are some examples: “I, too, was in one of
those massive camps on the Rhine, in Ludwigshafen
Rheingoenheim, from late April to early June, 1945,”
Heinz Merkel, now of Gaggenau, Baden Wuertemburg,
explained. “I can confirm everything that was told
about the camp. I wondered at the time why food was
not being provided at all. But I never dreamed that there
was a deliberate effort being made to that end at the top.
“I am sadly disillusioned. For me, who was
18 years of age at the time, my world collapsed
since I had been brought up in an anti-Nazi spirit,
and for that reason had completely different
expectations from the other side.”
Albrecht Henke of Lueneburg, Niederschsen,
stated: “I was also one of the countless thousands of
German prisoners in the Kreuznach camp. It was the
most horrible time of my life. One day a kind, small
girl came up to the fence of the camp with a basket
of potatoes for the prisoners. The guard came down
from his tower and took the basket.
“Grinning widely, he threw the potatoes into a
large latrine and reveled to see how the prisoners,
who were half-crazed from lack of food, fished the
potatoes out of the ____.
“Many found a hideous death losing their balance
and falling into the trench out of weakness while
defecating. They suffocated in the _____.”
A DEATH CAMP: Rudolf Binder of Freiburg
explained: “I arrived in ‘Bad Kreuznach’, which
can be characterized without further ado as a death
camp, on May l, 1945.
“Gradually over 100,000 men were gathered
there,” Binder continued. “During the first four days
there was absolutely nothing to eat. On the fifth day,
we received raw potatoes that the German populace
had collected. We ate them raw and got diarrhea.
After that, once or twice a day, we got a watery
soup with some turnip scraps. We also ate the green
leaves that grew on the barbwire fence.
“The guards in the towers fired on everyone who
lingered in the vicinity of the fence, regardless. On
Pentecost, we got bread, which had to be divided into
25 parts, for the first time. I was 24 years old at the
time and relatively healthy, although completely
undernourished. All day long orderlies fetched the dead
out of the camp in stretchers—about 200 a day.”
Bernhard Gildemann of Wolfsberg explained:
“From late April, 1945, I was in the notorious U.S.
death camp in Rheinberg and was an eyewitness to
the daily mass deaths. We would have perished had
not the camp been taken over by the English in June
1945. I shall be thankful to the Brits to the end of
my life for the fair treatment they gave us.”
Nor was the policy of starvation that the defeated
German people suffered confined to just the military.
“Well into 1946,” Bacque recently wrote, “the Red

Cross was prevented from helping any Germans.
Over 13 million food parcels taken by the Army from
the Red Cross were still unused in U.S. Army
warehouses in November, 1945, according to the
Adjutant Section of UFSET in November 1945.”
Bacque continues that “millions of German civilians
had fled West to escape the Russians.” He explains
further that “it was agreed policy of the Allies to expel
from their homes over 15 million Germans, chiefly
women and children. Wandering the roads of Eastern
Europe, they died in droves. More than 2 million died,
while the U.S. Army was both sending food out of
Germany and preventing others from sending it in.”
Gen. Lucius D. Clay, deputy military governor of
U.S.-occupied Germany, said: “In July, 1945, the ration
for the normal consumers was set at levels varying from
950 to 1,150 calories per day. This allowance was only
about half the caloric content deemed essential by
nutritional experts to support a working population….
“Actually only about 950 calories per day were
distributed,” Clay admitted. [END QUOTING]
Yes, I will get around to giving you a book report
on OTHER LOSSES; it lays here beside the scribe. But
she, too, is a patriotic American person and finds these
revelations almost too much to bear—especially in the
penning thereof, so we must be gentle. Yes, you are in
for some more horrendous revelations as we move on.
The traitors have slipped into your very national joints.
Your free body is warped and diseased with it as they
have put you into a coma of all but helpless extent.
Will you awaken your masses unto the truth in
time? I cannot say! “They” have rewritten your
Constitution and are placing portions of rewritten
confusion within each new printing thereof. Your
entire income tax system is 100% unlawful and
unconstitutional—you have all but achieved a total
police state. I am sorry to bring this information unto
you, and for those who shout at me that we spread
fear and panic—ISN’T IT ABOUT TIME YOU
SPENT A BIT OF TIME IN FEAR AND PANIC
ABOUT THE TRUTH OF IT INSTEAD OF THE
DRIVEL YOU ARE DAILY FED?
PLEASE DO NOT ASK THAT OUR SCRIBES
AND DARING AUTHORS WHO BRING TRUTH
CONTINUE TO FALL BY THE BEAM-BLASTS OF
THE CONSPIRACY IN YOUR BEHALF. PLEASE
STAND FORTH WITH THEM—FOR IF YOU SO DO,
YOU CAN CHANGE OF IT SIMPLY BY KNOWING
TRUTH AND STANDING FIRM.
YOUR
CONSTITUTION IS NOT YET DEAD BUT THE
JUDICIAL SYSTEM NO LONGER CARRIES JUSTICE
BUT IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO SALVAGE THE
GOODNESS REMAINING IF YOU ACT NOW! GOD
WILL NOT LEAVE YOU IN YOUR JOURNEY IN
LIGHT AND TRUTH—NEVER! SO BE IT, I BEG
THAT YE HEAR OF MY PETITION UNTO YOU.
GOD BLESS AND KEEP YOU THROUGH
THIS JOURNEY.
AFTERGLOW!
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As this Journal closes there are several things
which you must seriously consider. Are you daring
enough to “find out truth” or are you to ever remain the
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recliner quarterback? You were given, by Creator, a
thinking, reasoning mind which sets you aside from all
other creatures. You have bad news coming—your
scientists tell you that you use less than 10 percent of
that mind. BAD NEWS! YOU USE LESS THAN 2
PERCENT OF THAT WONDROUS MIND!
As a closing thought for you to ponder and
research, let me give you something upon which to
chew and see if you are ready for the truths you
claim to seek and desire.
U.S.-JAPANESE INVESTMENTS
AND OTHER THINGS WONDROUS
I have given you all the facts you need to
KNOW what has happened. You ones continually
badger me with “when” will the new currency
come forth, when must I be in Gold and T-Bills,
“when” must I have my shelter system and on and
on!—YESTERDAY OR YEAR BEFORE LAST! It
is getting hot in the kitchen, chelas.
Months ago we outlined the problem of
economic collapse and depression. We pointed out
to you that only a few countries had to default in
debt payments to the U.S. and the World Banks
and they would fold up the world economy.
Let me point out a couple of things you might have
overlooked. 1) Mexico is a tremendous problem to your
economy—nicely planned and orchestrated. All
Mexico’s resources are collateral against the loans. Last
year Mexico had to be coerced into ACCEPTING a
three-billion-dollar loan from your Feds and the World
Bank to carry it another 12 months. Well, the secret
was that the new President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas de
Gortari, had figured out a way to meet Mexico’s debt
obligations, met with ones we know very well to
proceed with such, and was stopped by pressures.
Well, he was newly elected and couldn’t fight the
system on such short notice and keep his head
(literally) so he accepted the Bank loans.
This year the World Bank is trying to “force” him
to accept a two-billion-dollar loan to be shored up by
other banks, to again go deeper into the pit through
coercion. You see, he knows that he can go to Japan,
which is already very, very active in Mexico, and get
the money with certificates of deposit at very good rates
of interest, start a good business foundation in addition
and thus and so. Now what clue might you be getting?
BRAZIL
Now here is another goodly country to your
South that also has a massive debt of over $115
billion. They have put up their collateral of Amazon
Gold, oil and other precious resources to the U.S. and
World Bank and sit and watch their Rain Forest be
devastated by the Conspiracy. Ah—but…
Headline (very small indeed): “COUNTRY FOR
SALE: A group of Japanese businessmen (Bishimetal
Corp. Ltd., a subsidiary of Japanese conglomerate
Mitsubishi Metal Corp.) is working out arrangements to
buy Brazil’s entire $115 billion foreign debt in exchange
for mining rights over gold deposits in the Amazon,
reportedly worth about $260 billion.”
Oh my goodness, what might that do to the
Conspirators’ plans for having Brazil?
The Japanese are also negotiating with Saudi Arabia
and they are putting up massive joint-venture installations
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with Russia—what could it mean? Is there no end
to the wealth of this wondrous little oriental country
of only 145,856 sq. miles (slightly smaller than your
state of California). Further, they do massive
amounts of shipping etc., out of Greece and other
points in Europe, Asia and Africa. They only have
about 123,231,000 population and they worship God and
honor a Master Christos, Buddha. Nice, hardworking
people who are industrious and who only have a percapita income, according to last known figures, of
somewhere around $10,000 or slightly above. That
would amount to about 1,420,500 yen (the exchange
runs usually about 142 to $1 U.S.). It is of no
consequence if our figures are somewhat maladjusted.
The Japanese have also poured tons of money into
Australia and New Zealand and simply all over your globe.
The published figures show that Japan owns over
40 percent of the debt of the United States of America.
The facts are that they own more than 60 percent.
They all but own Hawaii; and buildings, orchards, farms,
wind-electric farms, banks, auto manufacturing
facilities—all right in the good old U.S.A.
BACK ON THE U.S.A. MONEY-FARM
The “big boys” have been trying to get a currency
change in for a decade. The printing is all done and the
presses are fully operational (even the big secret ones).
They have proffered unto you dear ones that you need
to stop the criminal counterfeiting operations of the
underworld when everyone knows (by their own
statements) that there is no value in counterfeiting, for
the money is in drug dealing. Your government has
tried to phase out $100s and $50s—they did phase out
$1000 bills—all to stop that nasty drug traffic which they
set up in the first place.
Do you begin to see that you MUST HAVE A WAR
OF SOME SORT? You must have a distraction just like
a Falklands crisis to allow regulatory control and thus
and so. But—what about the rock and hard-place?
Japan doesn’t want you to change any of that pretty
green stuff—why would that be? Wouldn’t the
government just give them equal value in pretty
rainbow-colored updated notes? WAKE UP!
REMINDERS FOR MIND AND THOUGHT FOOD
Remember those German bases in the Antarctic?
Remember all that lovely green money which
purchased Argentina? Remember those U-boats
offloading “weapons” at the end of the war in Japan?
Remember the alliance of Germany and Japan?
Remember all those set-ups you are just now
learning about? Do you remember I told you about
the British having to take off the 5-pound note
because of the perfection of German
counterfeiting? Do you also remember the lake
recovery of the trunks full of those notes? Do
you remember that the most beautifully done
counterfeit plates that Germany had made were lovely
dollars in all denominations? Oh, I see, the light
beginning to flicker—come on, let us brighten it a bit.
The coup-de-grace has been landed. YOU HAVE
BEEN BOUGHT OUT, SOLD OUT AND DRIED OUT
WITH YOUR OWN MONEY AND THERE IS NOT
ONE THING THAT THE BIG BOYS CAN DO ABOUT
IT SHORT OF TOTAL NUCLEAR WORLD WAR!
THAT, TOO, SHALL COME. SO BE IT. THE

COUNTERFEITED
DOLLARS
IN
ALL
DENOMINATIONS
ARE
COMPLETELY
NEGOTIABLE IN PERFECTION AND BECAUSE
CONTRACTS WERE MADE AND IT ALL BEGAN IN
TOTAL
AGREEMENT
WITH
YOUR
CONSPIRATORS—IT IS A PROBLEM INDEED! TO
STOP THE FLOW MEANS TO ALSO STOP THE
FLOW OF FOREIGN AID, REVEAL THE SECRET
WEAPONS, THE SECRET UNDERGROUND
SURVIVAL BUNKERS FOR THE ELITE, THE
BASES IN SPACE, THE SUPERIOR RUSSIAN
WEAPONS WHICH TOTALLY CONTROL THE
HEAVENS AS YOU SEE THEM AND WHAT ELSE
MIGHT BE LURKING THERE? THE HOUSE OF
CARDS WOULD TUMBLE LIKE CHAFF IN THE
WINDS. FURTHER, THE JAPANESE KNOW THAT
THEIR LITTLE ISLAND IS DESTINED TO SHAKE,
RATTLE AND ROLL RIGHT BACK INTO THE SEA
WHEN MT. FUGI “REALLY” BLOWS—WHERE
BETTER TO LIVE AND GROW THAN IN
WONDROUS CALIFORNIA OR NEW YORK, BRAZIL
OR NEBRASKA?
WHO SHALL HAVE THE LAST LAUGH, CHELAS?
FURTHER, IF YOU OF THE MASSES HANDLE
YOURSELVES MOST CAREFULLY AND
GRACIOUSLY, YOU WILL HAVE THE FUNDS
YOU NEED TO STAND AGAINST THE
CONSPIRACY AND RECLAIM YOUR NATION
UNDER GOD. [MM: Yes indeed, Global Alliance
Investment Association—“Global”—is right on
schedule and here to stay!]
SO BE IT AND SELAH!
Now, I’ll just leave you to ponder and meditate in
your state of shock (you have been testing of old
Hatonn to give you something new and wondrous to
chew, haven’t you? You have been pronouncing mine
scribe a phoney and filled with evil fear mongering,
haven’t you?) So be it, I suggest you allow the above
to fully digest and then, read on, for I want to give you
another factual item. I shall preserve the identity of the
author of the next (for the above has not been written—
anywhere), for the “grey men” have already given him
a heart attack and are efforting to kill him to shut him
up. I publish this reprint herein to give him support—
the beam-system cannot penetrate the balanced counter
shield of Light force about this scribe—and believe me,
they have tried every frequency they can conjure. She
is vulnerable but not from the systems which would
appear “natural causes”. Be so advised—if she dies, it
is pure and simple “murder”.
HOW ABOUT YOUR POLICE-STATE IRS
AND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE U.S.
AND INCOME TAX?
[QUOTING:]
Because of the protection accorded all Americans by
the U.S. Constitution, it is impossible to establish an
effective and legal individual income tax affecting citizens
in this country. However, the sections of the U.S.
internal revenue code dealing with income taxes are
written so cleverly and deceitfully that the great majority
of the American people believe these taxes are at least
potentially required under law to be paid by everyone in
the private sector, as well as in the public sector, and
that everyone must file an income tax return.
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It occurs to me that all judges, bureaucrats,
prosecuting attorneys and members of Congress
should be asked the following:
How is it that the government apparatus can levy and
collect an income tax from almost all U.S. citizens when
there is no authority to do so under the very law which
governs it? How is it that the statute technically
observes the Constitution while those given the chore of
enforcing it violate it by their procedures?
If anyone can obtain a definite answer to these
questions, he is more persuasive than anyone I know.
The code lists those employees who are subject
to withholding in Section 3401C “an officer,
employee, and elected official of the United States,
a state, or any political subdivision thereof, or the
District of Columbia, or any agency or instrumentality
of the foregoing. The term ‘employee’ also
includes an officer of a corporation.” (How many
of those categories do YOU fit?)
Notice that the wording here—as throughout
the IR code—makes it obvious that the term
‘United States’ has reference only to the general
government and never to the union of the states.
Sec. 6331(a) lists those whose property or income
may be seized if income taxes are NOT paid. For
the most part, those mentioned are the same as in
3401(c) (above). This makes it clear that the pay of
the employees of a government unit is the only
category of income subject to withholding or seizure.
Interestingly enough, this involves only funds
still in the hands of government. IN SHORT,
MONEY THAT HAS PASSED TO AN EMPLOYEE
IS IMMUNE TO SEIZURE!
The Constitution itself definitely limits the
jurisdiction of the United States. Article II, Sec.
8, clause 16 states that “CONGRESS SHALL
EXERCISE EXCLUSIVE LEGISLATION IN ALL
CASES WHATSOEVER OVER SUCH DISTRICT
[OF COLUMBIA] (NOT EXCEEDING TEN MILES
SQUARE) AS MAY, BY CESSION OF
PARTICULAR STATES, AND THE ACCEPTANCE
OF CONGRESS, BECOME THE SEAT OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE uNITED sTATES AND
TO EXERCISE AUTHORITY OVER ALL PLACES
PURCHASED BY THE CONSENT OF THE
LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE IN WHICH THE
SAME SHALL BE FOR THE ERECTION OF
FORTS, MAGAZINES, ARSENALS, DOCKYARDS, AND OTHER NEEDED BUILDINGS.”
(Do you find yourself here?)
Jurisdiction is NOT GRANTED to the general
government over any other territory, but is accorded to
the states in which it is located.
Sec. 61(a) lists 15 categories of income
subject to taxation; however, neither wages nor
salaries are mentioned, which seems to imply that
even the pay received by government employees or
those living in the District of Columbia is not
subject to withholding or seizure.
NO POWER TO ENFORCE COLLECTIONS:
The code does not definitely say that incomes of
ordinary citizens are immune to taxation; BUT SINCE
THESE ARE NOT SUBJECT TO WITHHOLDING OR
SEIZURE, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE
GOVERNMENT, ACCORDING TO ITS OWN
STATUTE, HAS NO POWER TO ENFORCE INCOME
TAX COLLECTIONS AGAINST THEM.
THUS, BY TRICKERY AND DECEIT, AN
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ELABORATE TAX CODE HAS BEEN PREPARED WHICH
TECHNICALLY OBSERVES CONSTITUTIONAL
PROHIBITIONS AND PROTECTIONS, BUT THE
ENFORCEMENT OF WHICH VIOLATES THE
CONSTITUTION IN VARIOUS WAYS. WE HAVE,
THEREFORE, A PECULIAR, SELF-CONTRADICTORY
DOCUMENT, BEYOND HUMAN UNDERSTANDING.
Since no personal (meaning individual) income tax
can effectively be in harmony with the Constitution, we
find, among others, the following violations:
1) IT REQUIRES TAXPAYERS, IN FILING
THEIR RETURNS, TO BE WITNESSES
AGAINST THEMSELVES, IN VIOLATION OF
THE FIFTH AMENDMENT;
2) IN ANY DISPUTE, IT REQUIRES
TAXPAYERS TO PROVE THEIR INNOCENCE, ON
PAIN OF SEVERE PUNISHMENT, IN VIOLATION
OF THE FIFTH AMENDMENT;
3) IT SEIZES PROPERTY WITHOUT DUE
PROCESS OF LAW, IN VIOLATION OF THE SAME
AMENDMENT (FIFTH);
4) IT ARROGATES TO ITSELF LEGISLATIVE,
JUDICIAL AND EXECUTIVE POWERS, WHICH IS
IN VIOLATION OF THE ENTIRE CONSTITUTION;
5) BY REFUSING A JURY TRIAL EVEN WHEN
SUMS FAR IN EXCESS OF $20 ARE IN DISPUTE, IT
VIOLATES THE SEVENTH AMENDMENT;
6) BY IMPOSING EXCESSIVE FINES, IT
VIOLATES THE EIGHTH AMENDMENT.
Perhaps the only way out of this
Constitutional quandary is to realize that these
seeming violations apply only to the “taxpayer”.
And there is nothing in the code that makes the
citizen liable for the tax. One who is not a
taxpayer not only does NOT pay the income tax
but need not even file a Form 1040. The ONLY
WAY FOR A CITIZEN TO BECOME A TAXPAYER
IS BY VOLUNTEERING INTO THAT STATUS,
THEREBY WAIVING HIS RIGHTS. HOWEVER,
THIS FACT IS CAREFULLY HIDDEN BY THE
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE AND ITS ALLIES!
We have, therefore, an extraordinary anomaly;
a system of law which is technically in conformity
with the Constitution BUT WHICH IS WORDED
IN SUCH A WAY THAT THE GOVERNMENT
CAN VIOLATE IT IN MANY WAYS WITH THE
TACIT
CONSENT
OF
THE
LEGAL
PROFESSION, THE MEDIA, OUR WHOLE
SYSTEM OF EDUCATION AND THE GENERAL
SOCIAL SUPERSTRUCTURE.
[END QUOTING]
(Hatonn has added the emphasis.)
********
SALU, SALU AND SALU. WAKE UP OR DREAM
ON, ’TIS UP TO YOU.
HATONN TO OUT, PLEASE. THANK YOU
DHARMA, FOR YOUR SERVICE. MAY YOU
ALL WALK IN PEACE, BELOVED BROTHERS.
GOOD-DAY.
[END OF PART 9 AND JOURNAL #13]
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the 6/19/02
issue of CONTACT on page 5; Part 2 (6/26/02, page 11);
Part 3 (7/3/02, page 7); Part 4 (7/10/02, page 10);
Part 5 (7/17/02, page 5); Part 6 (7/31/02, page 5);
Part 7 (8/7/02, page 9); part 8 (8/14/02, page 3)—
This Phoenix Journal (#13) is out of print. All other
Journals are on sale for one-half price ($3.00).
Please see the back page for ordering information.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
BRIEFING DEPICTED SAUDIS AS ENEMIES
By Thomas E. Ricks, Washington Post, 08/06/02
A briefing given last month to a top Pentagon
advisory board described Saudi Arabia as an enemy
of the United States, and recommended that U.S.
officials give it an ultimatum to stop backing
terrorism or face seizure of its oil fields and its
financial assets invested in the United States.
“The Saudis are active at every level of the terror
chain, from planners to financiers, from cadre to
foot-soldier, from ideologist to cheerleader,” stated the
explosive briefing. It was presented on July 10 to the
Defense Policy Board, a group of prominent
intellectuals and former senior officials that advises
the Pentagon on defense policy.
“Saudi Arabia supports our enemies and attacks our
allies,” said the briefing prepared by Laurent Murawiec,
a Rand Corp. analyst. A talking point attached to the
last of 24 briefing slides went even further, describing
Saudi Arabia as “the kernel of evil, the prime mover, the
most dangerous opponent” in the Middle East.
The briefing did not represent the views of the
board or official government policy, and in fact runs
counter to the present stance of the U.S. government
that Saudi Arabia is a major ally in the region. Yet it also
represents a point of view that has growing currency
within the Bush administration—especially on the staff
of Vice President Cheney and in the Pentagon’s civilian
leadership—and among neoconservative writers and
thinkers closely allied with administration policymakers.
One administration official said opinion about Saudi
Arabia is changing rapidly within the U.S. government.
“People used to rationalize Saudi behavior,” he said.
“You don’t hear that anymore. There’s no doubt
that people are recognizing reality and recognizing
that Saudi Arabia is a problem.”
The decision to bring the anti-Saudi analysis before
the Defense Policy Board also appears tied to the
growing debate over whether to launch a U.S. military
attack to remove Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq.
The chairman of the board is former Pentagon official
Richard N. Perle, one of the most prominent
advocates in Washington of just such an invasion.
The briefing argued that removing Hussein would
spur change in Saudi Arabia—which, it maintained, is
the larger problem because of its role in financing and
supporting radical Islamic movements. …
“Neither the presentations nor the Defense Policy
Board members’ comments reflect the official views of
the Department of Defense,” Pentagon spokeswoman
Victoria Clarke said in a written statement issued last
night. “Saudi Arabia is a long-standing friend and ally
of the United States. The Saudis cooperate fully in the
global war on terrorism and have the Department’s and
the Administration’s deep appreciation. …”
The report concludes by linking regime change in
Iraq to altering Saudi behavior. This view, popular
among some neoconservative thinkers, is that once a
U.S. invasion has removed Hussein from power, a

friendly successor regime would become a major
exporter of oil to the West. That oil would diminish U.S.
dependence on Saudi energy exports, and so—in this
view—permit the U.S. government finally to confront
the House of Saud for supporting terrorism.
“The road to the entire Middle East goes
through Baghdad,” said the administration official,
who is hawkish on Iraq. “Once you have a
democratic regime in Iraq, like the ones we helped
establish in Germany and Japan after World War
II, there are a lot of possibilities.”
Of the two dozen people who attended the
Defense Policy Board meeting, only one, former
secretary of state Henry A. Kissinger, spoke up to
object to the anti-Saudi conclusions of the briefing,
according to sources who were there. Some
members of the board clearly agreed with Kissinger’s
dismissal of the briefing and others did not. …
One source summarized Kissinger’s remarks as,
“The Saudis are pro-American, they have to operate in
a difficult region, and ultimately we can manage them.”
“I don’t consider Saudi Arabia to be a strategic
adversary of the United States,” Kissinger said. “They
are doing some things I don’t approve of, but I don’t
consider them a strategic adversary.”
Other members of the board include former vice
president Dan Quayle; former defense secretaries James
Schlesinger and Harold Brown; former House speakers
Newt Gingrich and Thomas Foley; and several retired
senior military officers, including two former vice
chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, retired
admirals David Jeremiah and William Owens.
Asked for reaction, Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the
Saudi ambassador to the United States, said he did not
take the briefing seriously. “I think that it is a misguided
effort that is shallow, and not honest about the facts,”
he said. “Repeating lies will never make them facts.”
“I think this view defies reality,” added Adel alJubeir, a foreign policy adviser to Saudi leader Crown
Prince Abdullah ibn Abdulaziz. “The two countries
have been friends and allies for over 60 years.
Their relationship has seen the coming and
breaking of many storms in the region, and if
anything it goes from strength to strength.”…
The anti-Saudi views expressed in the briefing
appear especially popular among neoconservative foreign
policy thinkers, which is a relatively small but influential
group within the Bush administration.
“I think it is a mistake to consider Saudi Arabia a
friendly country,” said Kenneth Adelman, a former aide
to Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld, who is a
member of the Defense Policy Board but didn’t attend
the July 10 meeting. He said the view that Saudi Arabia
is an adversary of the United States “is certainly a more
prevalent view that it was a year ago”.
In recent weeks, two neoconservative magazines
have run articles similar in tone to the Pentagon briefing.
The July 15 issue of the Weekly Standard, which is
edited by William Kristol, a former chief of staff to
Quayle, predicted “The Coming Saudi Showdown.”
The current issue of Commentary, which is published
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by the American Jewish Committee, contains an
article titled, “Our Enemies, the Saudis.”
“More and more people are making parts of this
argument, and a few all of it,” said Eliot Cohen, a
Johns Hopkins University expert on military
strategy. “Saudi Arabia used to have lots of
apologists in this country. … Now there are very
few, and most of those with substantial economic
interests or long-standing ties there.”…
But that view is far from dominant in the
U.S. government, others said. “The drums are
beginning to beat on Saudi Arabia,” said Robert
Oakley, a former U.S. ambassador to Pakistan
who consults frequently with the U.S. military.
He said the best approach isn’t to confront
Saudi Arabia but to support its reform efforts.
“Our best hope is change through reform, and
that can only come from within,” he said.
[JR: Some of the lecturers and individuals who
conduct these briefings sponsored by the Rand
Corp. need to be given rabies shots for their
rabid rhetorical analysis. The intellectuals who
frequent these discussions have formed a mindset
that sees the world and us through a glass darkly.
The Rand Corp. is an elitist’s think tank that
formulates government policies which the
government then uses against us to influence and
to form our opinions regarding vital issues. This
is a form of mind control that is usually
accompanied with mottoes, slogans and symbols.
These shape-shifters of public opinion have used
their great influence to set into motion the events
that pit one nation against another, which fuels
the endless cycle of ongoing wars.
One
prominent individual in this group is Richard
Perle who is a “deputy” in Rumsfeld’s Defense
Dept. and is also an ardent supporter and
promoter of Israel’s interests. Perle’s vociferous
opinion will in time succeed in making Saudi
Arabia public enemy #2 along with Iraq.
Biased and also with an agenda for the
advancement of Israel is Wolfowitz, Kristol,
Adelman, Cohen and Kissinger as well as the
attendees mentioned from past administrations.
All play a big role in that small but very powerful
neo-conservative group which surrounds Bush
and formulates his Zionist-tinged foreign policy.
This makes Bush as dangerous an influence in
the Middle East as Saddam and the Middle
East is for the U.S. It is should be now
crystal clear why Israel is always left off of our
list of targeted states in that volatile region.]

WEAPONS INSPECTIONS WERE
‘MANIPULATED’
By Carola Hoyos, Nick George & Roula Khalaf,
Financial Times, 07/29/02
Rolf Ekeus, head of United Nations weapons
inspections in Iraq from 1991-97, has accused
the U.S. and other Security Council members of
manipulating the United Nations inspections
teams for their own political ends.
The revelation by one of the most respected Swedish
diplomats is certain to strengthen Iraq’s argument against
allowing UN inspectors back into the country.

Kofi Annan, UN secretary-general, and Hans
Blix, the UN’s new chief weapons inspector, have
for the past several months tried to negotiate a
return of the inspectors with Naji Sabri, Iraq’s
foreign minister. Nearly every member of the
UN is counting on a diplomatic breakthrough to
avoid a U.S. military attack against Iraq.
Speaking to Swedish radio, Mr. Ekeus said there
was no doubt that countries, especially the U.S.,
attempted to increase their influence over the
inspections to favour their own interests. “As time
went on, some countries, especially the U.S., wanted
to learn more about other parts of Iraq’s capacity.”
Mr. Ekeus said the U.S. tried to find information
about the whereabouts of Saddam Hussein, Iraq’s
president. He said he was able to rebuff such moves
but that the pressure mounted after he left in 1997.
Most damning, he said that the U.S. and other
members of the Security Council pressed the teams
to inspect sensitive areas, such as Iraq’s ministry
of defence when it was politically favourable for
them to create a crisis situation. “They [Security
Council members] pressed the inspection leadership
to carry out inspections which were controversial
from the Iraqis’ view, and thereby created a
blockage that could be used as a justification for a
direct military action,” he said.
In a separate interview with Svenska Dagbladet,
the Swedish newspaper, Mr. Ekeus said that he had
learnt after he left his position that the U.S. had placed
two of its own agents in the group of inspectors.
With the U.S. determined to topple the Iraqi
regime, officials in Baghdad argue that the return of
inspectors at this time is certain to lead to intelligence
gathering and to deliberate provocation on their part,
thus giving legitimacy to a U.S. attack.
Mr. Sabri, Iraqi foreign minister, insists that
Mr. Blix has come under U.S. pressure not to
agree to any compromise with Baghdad.
Iraqi officials have been greatly frustrated—
most recently at the talks with the UN in Vienna
last month—by the Security Council’s decision
not to allow Mr. Blix to discuss with Baghdad
the key remaining disarmament tasks before
inspectors return to the country.
Inspections based on a U.S. agenda, says
Mr. Sabri, are simply impractical. “They proved
a complete failure. The inspectors were
procrastinating, prolonging the sanctions and
providing a pretext for action against Iraq.”
[JR: The U.S. cannot provide one good reason
for an attack on Iraq so it has to resort to
fabricating provocations without evidence and
along with that its usual mega dose of noxious
rhetoric. We are continuing our daily fly-overs
with Britain and are again bombing fabricated
“targets”. The UN delegates are going to have
to do a lot better than just counting on a
diplomatic solution. They have to back up these
negotiations with unrelenting demands that the
U.S. cease and desist in its manipulations of UN
inspectors and to diffuse its hostile intentions,
actions and plans towards the invasion of Iraq.
The U.S. without any just cause is instigating
WWIII. The news as of 7/30/02 is that Iraq is
willing to allow UN inspectors into Iraq though
the U.S. remains sullen to the idea.]
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UN CHIEF, SECURITY PANEL UNITE
FOR TOUGH STAND ON IRAQ INSPECTIONS
By Barbara Crossette and Alison Mitchell,
New York Times, 08/05/02
NEW YORK—The UN Security Council and
Secretary General Kofi Annan agreed Monday that
weapons inspectors would not go to Iraq to reopen
talks after a break of almost four years unless
Saddam Hussein’s government agreed to abide by
the organization’s rules on how inspections must
be conducted.
The emergence of a largely solid front against
talking to Iraq unless the agenda is set at the
United Nations was one of two setbacks on
Monday for the Iraqi leadership, which is under
threat of military attack by the United States.
In Washington, leading members of Congress
refused an Iraqi invitation to come and inspect
suspected weapons sites for themselves. Democrats
and Republicans were equally dismissive.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld called the
invitation “a joke”.
“You see the size of the country? They’d have to
be there for the next 50 years,” he said to reporters.
The invitation to lawmakers came in a letter
from Sadoun Hammadi, speaker of the National
Assembly, who was apparently trying to pit
legislators against the Bush administration because
Congress must be consulted to declare war. …
“This is the first time we have had this sort of
invitation from the Iraqis,” Annan said Monday,
after a discussion with the council over lunch,
“and we will need to get them to understand the
requirements of the council.”
He also said that his reply would not be an outright
rejection, but more of a challenge to Hussein.
“All the members of the council agree that we
should do everything to get the inspectors back,”
Annan said, describing any disagreements that
arose as “shades of emphasis”.
A diplomat at the lunch said the Russians,
Syrians and Chinese supported a positive reply to
Iraq. The United States was the most opposed.
Also Monday, President Bush convened a
session of the National Security Council to discuss
current political and military thinking about an
operation to topple Hussein.
U.S. military officials said the briefing was not held
to present a war plan for approval or rejection. Instead,
Gen. Tommy Franks, head of the U.S. Central
Command, updated the president and his national
security team about “recent refinements” to the “broad
outlines of plans” for possible military action.
[JR: The White House and certain congressional
leaders are pushing hard for a “regime change” in
Iraq and are vehemently opposed to engaging in any
discussions with Iraqi officials. The hawks in
Washington are like spiders spinning a web waiting
patiently before they make their moves to attack
and catch us all by surprise. They probably won’t
even bother creating manufactured evidence linking
Iraq with 911 as requested by other world leaders.
The U.S. like Israel has the arrogance to forge ahead
and will not melt in the heat of the firestorm it will
create at home and abroad. We may not wait until
next year as so broadly hinted by the Pentagon
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since the twisted minds in control of D.C. could
deviously use the one-year anniversary of 911 to
launch their long heralded attack. Who, with the
exception of the Arab/Muslim countries would
dare protest or voice their opposition? Our 911,
like the Holocaust, is going to be the event that
will shape the world as we see it.]
PROFOUND EFFECT ON U.S. ECONOMY SEEN
IN A WAR ON IRAQ
By Patrick E. Tyler and Richard W. Stevenson,
New York Times, 07/30/02
WASHINGTON—An American attack on Iraq
could profoundly affect the American economy,
because the United States would have to pay most
of the cost and bear the brunt of any oil price
shock or other market disruptions, government
officials, diplomats and economists say.
Eleven years ago, the Persian Gulf War, fought
to roll back Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, cost the
United States and its allies $60 billion and helped
set off an economic recession caused in part by a
spike in oil prices.
For that war, the allies picked up almost 80
percent of the bill. Today, however, as the Bush
administration works on plans to overthrow
Saddam Hussein, the United States is confronting
the likelihood that this time around it would have
to pick up the tab largely by itself, diplomats said.
Unless the economic outlook brightens, the
government could well find itself spending heavily
on the military even as the economy recovers
falteringly from last year’s recession.
Senior administration officials said Mr. Bush and his
top advisers had not begun to consider the cost of a
war because they had yet to decide what kind of
military operation might be necessary. Whatever choice
is made, experts say, the costs are likely to be significant
and therefore may ultimately influence the size, scale and
tactics of any military operation.
Already, the federal budget deficit is expanding,
meaning that the bill for a war would lead either to
more red ink or to cutbacks in domestic programs.
If consumer and investor confidence remains fragile,
military action could have substantial psychological
effects on the financial markets, retail spending, business
investment, travel and other key elements of the
economy, officials and experts said.
If oil supplies are disrupted, as they were
during the 1991 Gulf War, and prices rise sharply,
the economic effects would be felt in the United
States and around the world.
All of that could present a complicated political
problem for President Bush, both in the
Congressional mid-term elections in November and
as he manages a war and looks ahead to his reelection campaign in 2004. …
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Japan divided the
cost of the 1991 war with the United States, but
today none has offered to assist with financing a
new military campaign. In fact, each has signaled
that it is not eager to be asked, diplomats say.
“Just open a map,” said a member of the Kuwaiti
royal family in close consultation with Washington.
“Afghanistan is in turmoil, the Middle East is in flames,
and you want to open a third front in the region?”

“That would truly turn into a war of civilizations,”
he added.
If Mr. Bush decides on a large-scale invasion
plan for Iraq involving as many as 250,000 troops,
as some commanders advocate, the country would
face a significant military mobilization and call-up
of reserves as early as this fall to be ready for a
military campaign early next year.
James R. Schlesinger, a member of the Defense
Policy Board that advises the Pentagon who held
senior cabinet posts in Republican and Democratic
administrations, said he believed that the president
would opt for a significant ground presence in Iraq.
He said he did not think that fear of economic
instability by itself would cause the United States to
refrain from trying to unseat the Iraqi leader. …
Representative John M. Spratt Jr. of South
Carolina, the senior Democrat on the House Budget
Committee and a member of the Armed Services
Committee, said the United States would come up
with whatever money was necessary.
“While it’s not beyond our means, we can’t have
it all,” Mr. Spratt said. “Since there is no surplus in
the budget from which the cost could be paid, there
will be trade-offs, making initiatives like Medicare
drug coverage harder to do, and there almost
certainly will be deeper deficits and more debt.”
James A. Placke, a former senior diplomat
specializing in the Persian Gulf and now a senior
associate of Cambridge Energy Research Associates,
said the market reaction to any invasion of Iraq was
at best uncertain. “Given the marked lack of
enthusiasm for this venture, I wouldn’t think the
market reaction would be very good,” he said.
“When weapons start going off in the Middle
East, markets generally go down, gold prices go
up, and oil prices shoot to the moon,” he added,
“and I expect that this is the short-run pattern that
we can reasonably anticipate.”
The United States is best prepared among the
Western powers to withstand fluctuations in oil
markets through drawdowns from its Strategic
Petroleum Reserve, which today holds about 580
million barrels of oil. But Richard N. Cooper, a
Harvard economist who headed the Central
Intelligence Agency’s top analytical body during the
1990’s, cautioned that “psychological factors come
into play” even in the face of prudent preparation.
Since Jan. 1, oil shipments into the reserve
have reached record levels, about 150,000 barrels
a day. One oil strategist in London noted that
United States government acquisitions for the
reserve were accounting for more than half of the
growth in demand for oil this year.…
Still, the fear is that Mr. Hussein, who set afire
oil fields in Kuwait a decade ago, might strike out
with chemical, biological or radiological weapons
at Kuwait or Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil
producer with the largest capacity to expand its oil
production to stabilize oil supplies.
“Everybody’s nightmare is Saudi Arabia,” said
an Energy Department oil analyst. “People are
deathly afraid of any military campaign spreading
to Saudi Arabia.” That country contains one half
of the spare production capacity in the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.
[JR: The U.S. war against Iraq could inflame the
Middle East and truly be the “war of civilizations”.
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The world is overrun with wars but this is the
war that has to be because it is written in the
Bible, or so the seers say. The Zionists want this
war and the U.S. is ready to bring Armageddon to
us all. Sec. of Defense Rumsfeld is feverishly
engaged in gathering “evidence” to prove that
Saddam is concealing weapons that are being
manufactured and stored in deep underground
facilities which would be inaccessible to UN
weapons inspectors. Washington is totally
against going the diplomatic route to diffuse the
tensions between Iraq and us. It’s not the Zionist
way of doing things so it’s not the U.S.’s way of
doing things. Wars are always costly because
they are a drain on resources and produce large
deficits. They are also unproductive, they stifle
growth and slow economic progress. The U.S. is
financially imploding because of its gargantuan
deficit that has been growing for decades and is
now beyond our ability to pay. Our treasury is
empty, our economy is ready to deflate and
inflation is creeping up on consumer goods
like food. Consumer confidence went down 5%
in July and spending curbs are now in place.
The prospect for war is definitely turning bullish
and the indicators look very positive as to its
future growth. It is definitely a must buy for
investors who lean toward the misery factor.]
ODD ALLIES FOR U.S. IN ASIA VISIT
By Howard Witt, Tribune, 07/31/02
BANDAR SERI BEGAWAN, Brunei—Secretary
of State Colin Powell sought Tuesday to bolster
anti-terrorism cooperation with the nations of
Southeast Asia, a region where Washington’s
intensified alarm about the spread of Islamic
terrorists is running up against its longstanding
concerns about respect for human rights.
Powell is expected to sign an accord with the
Association of South East Asian Nations, meeting in
Brunei this week, in which the 10 member nations
will pledge to work with the United States to
combat international terrorism and the infiltration
of suspected al-Qaida cells across their borders.
But among those signatories will be several
countries, including Malaysia, Indonesia and
Myanmar, that long have been the subjects of
American criticism over their repressive domestic
policies and troubling human-rights records.
Malaysia, where Powell began his day Tuesday,
particularly illustrates the awkward dilemma for
Washington, which finds itself endorsing some types of
security crackdowns while criticizing others. …
Despite Mahathir’s condemnation of what he has
called Israel’s “terror” against Palestinians and his
criticism of the U.S.-led war in Afghanistan, the
Malaysian leader’s crackdown on Islamic militants
won him a White House visit in May.
The United States previously had shunned Mahathir
for human-rights abuses, including what Powell termed
the “flawed” prosecution of a former deputy prime
minister, Anwar Ibrahim. Anwar was convicted in 1999
and sentenced to 15 years in prison on charges of
corruption and sodomy that his supporters and Western
diplomats contend were politically motivated. …
Moreover, the State Department, in its annual
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human-rights report, sharply criticized Malaysia’s use of
its Internal Security Act “to arrest and detain many
persons, including members of the political opposition,
without charge or trial.”
“I made the point to all my interlocutors that
we still believe strongly in human rights, and that
everything we do has to be consistent with
universal standards of human rights,” Powell said
at a press conference in Kuala Lumpur.
Foreign Minister Syed Hamid, at an adjacent
lecturn, bristled at Powell’s criticism.
“We have never used the [Internal Security Act] for
purposes of frustrating our political opponents,” Hamid
said. “But it is used for purposes of ensuring that the
peace and the stability of the country is protected.”
Other Malaysian officials grumbled at what they
perceived to be a glaring double standard: The United
States is detaining hundreds of suspected Taliban and alQaida fighters without charges even as it criticizes
Malaysia for similar behavior. U.S. officials say the
prisoners at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba are being held for
security reasons, not political ones.
Indonesia presents a different conundrum.
Washington is concerned that al-Qaida terrorists are
penetrating the poorly policed archipelago of 17,000
islands, some of them torn apart by armed insurgencies.
Yet the Indonesian security forces stand
accused of numerous human-rights violations, and
U.S. congressional restrictions stemming from
Indonesia’s violent suppression of East Timor’s
independence movement in the 1990s bar direct
U.S. aid to Jakarta’s military.
Some in Congress and the Bush administration
favor removing those restrictions to bolster
Indonesia’s efforts to hunt Islamic extremists…
“There is not an inconsistency between military-tomilitary cooperation and abuse of human rights,” the
former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff said later
Tuesday at a stop in Singapore. …
[JR: Before signing the agreement Sir Powell
made the point that the U.S. is not looking to
open additional bases in Southeast Asia beyond
the 100,000 troops already present. Powell also
hinted that the U.S. is looking for opportunities
to train other nations’ military upon request.
I guess we have enough infiltrators there now to
do the job for us. I would take that statement
to also mean that all this is voluntary now but
should conditions change U.S. intervention might
be warranted. The U.S. because of its status
can make any revision in agreements when it
comes to promoting or expanding our own
political agenda. The question is what is the
difference between our own Homeland Security
Act and Malaysia’s Internal Security Act?
Aren’t both meant to secure our countries and
their people from their undeclared enemies?
Powell’s media-made image is that he takes a
less aggressive approach in advancing U.S.
foreign policies than say a Rumsfeld or a
Wolfowitz. The fact is that Powell is reviving
Al Gore’s past efforts to make a political issue
of Malaysia’s lawful prosecution of politician
Anwar Ibrahim. This should make Malaysians
wary of a future U.S. intervention. My spin on
all of this is, watch the actions of the U.S.
when Mahathir moves out and we make moves
to get our man Anwar in.]

U.S. REBOUND LOST STEAM LAST QUARTER
By William Neikirk, Tribune, 08/01/02
WASHINGTON—The government issued a
sobering report Wednesday showing the economy
suffered a sudden weak spell in the second quarter,
raising concerns that the recovery will poke along for
the foreseeable future, or perhaps even stall.
At the same time, the Commerce Department made
some dramatic subtractions from recent economic
growth reports. Most notably, the government
said the economy actually declined in three of the
four quarters in 2001, rather than falling in only
the third quarter, as had been previously reported.
Rarely do government reports convert a single
quarter from positive to negative, much less three.
And the changes aren’t just academic.
To many economists, the revisions signaled
that the economy entered 2002 with much less
momentum than experts had thought. And
productivity, or efficiency, gains do not appear to
be as high as those trumpeted by Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan, said economist Michael
Drury of Memphis-based McVean Trading Co.
In its preliminary report for gross domestic
product, the broadest measure of the nation’s
output of goods and services, the government said
second-quarter growth was a puny 1.1 percent
after a sharp first-quarter rise of 5 percent.
The government revised the first-quarter growth
figure from an originally reported 6.1 percent. The
January-to-March GDP increase was so high because
companies were beginning to restock their inventories,
and not because of a sharp rise in consumer spending.
Most analysts said that the 1.1 percent April-to-June
growth rate was weaker than the 2.5 percent to 3
percent that they had expected, causing them to be less
optimistic for the rest of the year. Given the small
number, many said they expected little or no progress
in reducing unemployment in 2002. …
Revisions of last year’s economic growth figures
stunned analysts. The first quarter of 2001 showed a
0.6 percent decrease rather than a previously reported
1.3 percent increase. The second quarter brought a
negative 1.6 percent instead of a 0.3 percent rise. And
third-quarter GDP fell by 0.3 percent, compared with a
previously reported 1.3 percent decline.
This took the wind out of the Bush
administration’s frequent claim that there was no
recession last year, just a one-quarter blip influenced
by the Sept. 11 attacks. Only last Saturday, Treasury
Secretary Paul O’Neill said he doubted whether the
country had experienced a recession in 2001. …
Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.)
called the slow second-quarter growth “very alarming,”
adding, “We need new economic leadership.”
With the report, analysts said the odds of a second,
or “double-dip”, recession had increased. But most said
they believed that the recovery would continue, although
at a moderate pace of about 3 percent for the year.
To many economists, the country appears to be
experiencing another “jobless” recovery like the one in
1990-1991, when it took several years to significantly
dent unemployment. That downturn was a contributing
factor in the 1992 defeat of President Bush’s father. …
[JR: The magic number crunchers have now owned
up to the fact that our economy was on the
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downward spiral three out of four quarters in 2001.
We definitely were in a recession that was much
denied while cleverly hidden. If the revisions of
last year’s doctored indicators shell shocked the
jaded Wall Street analysts you can just imagine how
all these miscalculations impacted the average
investor who got snared in Wall Street’s web of
larceny. The American workers who lost their jobs
are the real victims and yet they seem to be of little
concern and are not made mention of by the
politicians in Washington. Case in point, if Treas.
Sec. O’Neill doubts that we had or are having a
recession it is only because he can’t see over the
mountain of debt he sits atop of at the Treasury
Dept. He is well paid and has secure position that
affords him many privileges and opportunities so
why should he or any of the other self-serving
plutocrats in D.C. care about our survival? We are
the dummies because we believe in their lies.]
U.S. WORKING GROUP HAS NOT MET
TO DISCUSS MARKETS
By Arshad Mohammed, Yahoo News, 07/16/02
WASHINGTON (Reuters)—The U.S. government
has not convened its top-level working group on the
financial markets to discuss the slide in U.S. stocks
and does not try to manage the market’s daily moves,
the White House said on Tuesday.
“They have not met with particular reference to
stock market activity because we don’t try to
manage stock markets’ daily movements,” White
House spokesman Ari Fleischer said of the
President’s Working Group on Financial Markets.
The group, which includes representatives from the
U.S. Treasury, the Securities and Exchange Commission,
the Federal Reserve Board and the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission, was created after the 1987 stock
market crash to promote close cooperation among
key agencies at times of market volatility.
There were rumors in European markets on
Tuesday that the group might have met to discuss
the U.S. stocks slide.
Fleischer told Reuters there had been staff-level
contacts among the group to discuss ways to improve
corporate governance and protect employee pensions,
something U.S. President George W. Bush had asked
them to study in January, but that the heads of the
agencies making up the group had not met recently.
The group typically meets when the markets are
disorderly and there are concerns they may cease to
function properly, but it can also meet in calmer times
to address complex issues facing the financial markets.
The group issued a statement after the Sept. 11
attacks and it was particularly active during the
Asian financial crisis.
The Bush administration’s decision not to
convene the group, unofficially nicknamed the
Plunge Protection Committee, may reflect a view
that the recent declines in the stock market to its
lowest levels since 1997 are not of that order.
The stock market has fallen steadily over the last
week because of a crisis of confidence in corporate
America after accounting scandals at companies like
Enron Corp, which has caused investors to doubt
earnings reported by many companies.
However, the market has not suffered any
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dramatic one-day plunges like its 508-point loss in
the “Black Monday” crash on Oct. 19, 1987 or its
554.26-point nosedive on Oct. 27, 1997, sparked
by the Asian financial crisis.
The Dow Jones industrial average, which has
fallen roughly 7 percent over the last week, was
down about 165 points, or nearly 1.9 percent, at
8,474 at 4 p.m. EDT on Tuesday.
There was market talk in Europe on Tuesday—
dismissed by many players—that the U.S.
government may have tried to orchestrate
Monday’s stunning recovery on Wall Street by
urging institutions to buy or by buying itself.
Stocks on Monday made their steepest plunge of the
year and then rallied nearly 400 points for the Dow
industrials to close down only 45.34 points at 8639.19.
A stock trader for a major investment bank on the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange said the sharp rebound
from deep declines on Monday was driven by
institutional buying after stocks hit critical technical
levels—not by any market manipulation.
When the Dow Jones industrials breached its
Sept. 21 lows and touched 8,244.87 with stock
futures pointing to a 7,900 level, orders from
investment banks Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs and
Lehman Bros. and others flooded in, traders said.
“We were absolutely dead quiet going into the
September bottom. It was kind of eerie on the
floor. This was not suspicious, only savvy,” one
futures trader said.
Buyers knew that traders who had sold
contracts “short” betting on further stock declines
would have to start buying to cover their positions.
Sure enough, the impact was explosive.
“It almost was like a gun that went off. When
that Dow level was touched and held, buyers came
racing in,” he said.
The New York Fed called key market players in
recent days to gauge what the market needed to hear
from Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan in his
testimony to the Senate Banking Committee on Tuesday
to soothe investors, market sources said. One hedge
fund adviser suggested this might have sparked the
rumors of government intervention.
The New York Fed declined comment but said that
as part of its role monitoring markets it speaks to
participants daily on market conditions.
[JR: ME THINKS THEY PROTEST TOO MUCH!
THEY CAN DENY... DENY... DENY... ALL THEY
WANT. WE KNOW THE TRUTH!]
GULF CITIZENS LOSE $97 BILLION
IN U.S. MARKET
BECAUSE OF DOLLAR DECLINE
Arabic News,Gulf-USA, Economics, 7/18/2002
The dramatic devaluation of the U.S. dollar before
major currencies especially the EURO, the Yen in the
few past weeks resulted in inflicting heavy losses in the
revenues of the Arab Gulf states, members in the OPEC
of its oil exports priced by the U.S. dollar.
Analysts say that losses of the Arab Gulf states,
members in OPEC: Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait and
Qatar might reach $ 13 billion by the end of the
current year as a result of the U.S. dollar decrease
by 14% so far against the EURO. Financial analysts
and bankers from the United Arab Emirates expected

the U.S. dollar to continue its devaluation against the
EURO during the next half of the current year to
reach 22% under the increasing number of news of
company scandals in the American markets and the
loss of confidence entrusted by investors.
Bankers estimated the Gulf states losses in the
market as a result of the dollar devaluation at $ 97
billion. Assets of the Gulf citizens abroad are estimated
at $ 1.3 trillion half of which is in the American market.
WHITE HOUSE OPENS OFFICE
TO BURNISH U.S. IMAGE
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hopeful and positive foreign policy that the rest
of the world can support. We will continue losing
our prestige because we are perceived as being
uncaring to the suffering we create worldwide. It
is imperative that the U.S. recognizes and
acknowledges its faults and failures that other
nations find detrimental.
America is a
superpower but she is failing in her
responsibilities as a superpower. We are failing to
build the loyalties that are necessary to help bring
about the balance that the world is in need of.]
MANY STATES REJECT BIOTERRORISM LAW

Daily News, 07/31/02
By Mimi Hall, USA TODAY, 07/22/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—The White House on
Tuesday set up an office devoted to polishing the United
States’ reputation in a world irked by President Bush’s
policies and what many believe is a cavalier
American attitude toward global suffering.
The White House revealed the existence of its
Office on Global Communications just as a Council
on Foreign Relations task force urged Bush to fix
“America’s shaky image abroad” before negative
sentiment undercuts U.S. interests.
“Around the world, from Western Europe to the
Far East, many see the United States as arrogant,
hypocritical, self-absorbed, self-indulgent and
contemptuous of others,” the task force said. “We
must come to understand and accept that ‘image
problems’ and ‘foreign policy’ are not things apart:
They are both part of an integrated whole.”
The panel emphasized, however, that Bush
should not change his policies simply to make
America more popular.
“We should communicate them, even formulate them
in such a way as to get as much support as we can,”
said task force member Henry Grunwald, former editorin-chief of Time magazine and later U.S. ambassador to
Austria. “Even the largest empires in history have
needed support from other people.”
The new office sprang from an earlier information
campaign to build support for the military campaign in
Afghanistan and the fight against terrorism.
Bush aides said the office would make sure the
president’s message gets out and, as a result, fosters
smoother relations with allies.
“We hear messages from other nations that they
don’t see what the American people see in our country,”
White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said.
But it was clear that Bush’s policies, before
and after the Sept. 11 attacks, have done much to
stir hard feelings overseas.
His administration disavowed international pacts
on global warming, missile defense systems, germ
warfare and an international criminal court. …
In February, the Pentagon shut down a new
office meant to counter the views of opponents
such as the Taliban and al-Qaida. The office
proposed internally to use the Internet and other
media to spread false information.
Asked for an assurance that the White House
office will not spread “disinformation”, Fleischer
said, “Absolutely.”
[JR: Our arrogant, hypocritical, self-absorbed,
self-indulgent and contemptuous attitude could
use a makeover. We need to polish our rust
ridden image and work on presenting a more

Nearly 10 months after anthrax attacks caused
chaos among health officials from Florida to New
York, fewer than a third of the states have adopted
laws to give governors and state health officials
powers to respond to a bioterrorism attack or
other public-health emergencies.
A model law developed for the federal Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention and provided to
state legislatures last year would give authorities
the right to enforce quarantines, vaccinate people,
seize and destroy property without compensation,
and ration medical supplies, food and fuel in a
public-health emergency.
Such laws are needed, federal officials say,
because they give authorities the guidance and legal
ability to make quick decisions in an emergency
involving contagious or deadly pathogens.
Most state health emergency laws haven’t
been updated since polio tore through the
population a half-century ago.
“We have not used emergency powers in
probably 50 years,” says Gene Matthews, a lawyer
for the Department of Health and Human Services.
“This is something we need to attend to.”
But a broad coalition of opponents, ranging from
civil libertarians to conservative physicians, says the
proposed law would violate individual rights and give
government too much power. Their objections have
caused lawmakers in some states to scuttle the bill.
The Model State Emergency Health Powers Act
“gives governors and state health officials a blank check
to impose the most draconian sorts of measures,” Barry
Steinhardt of the American Civil Liberties Union says.
It’s “designed to bring quarantine and other laws into the
21st Century, but in many ways it is a throwback.”
So far, 16 states and the District of Columbia have
passed all or parts of the model law. It has been
rejected or stalled in 22 states. …
The act “goes far beyond bioterrorism,” says
Andrew Schlafly of the conservative Association of
American Physicians and Surgeons. “Unelected state
officials can force treatment or vaccination of citizens
against the advice of their doctors.”
But James Hodge of the Center for Law and the
Public’s Health at Georgetown and Johns Hopkins
universities, which drafted the law, says it would be
used only in extreme cases. He says he is encouraged
that so many states have adopted all or parts of the law.
“There’s nothing in this act that’s not
constitutionally possible,” Hodge says.
[JR: Whether the states pass this bio-terrorism law
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or any other disguised non-positive law it won’t
make a difference because of the Patriot Act and
Homeland Security laws passed by our U.S. /Israeli
Knesset. Pres. Bush can now suspend, rescind
and override any law that hampers or obstructs
Washington’s right to impose its power and its
will on all the states in the U.S. We are no
longer made up of a body of independent states
who elected to share their powers with
Washington. It has been mandated that we are
now citizens of the super-state of Washington
D.C. and therefore subject to its authority. The
Federal laws in place symbolize that control.
These laws will do little to provide aid or
assistance to us citizens in times of national
crisis. The only ones who will be assured of any
rights and protection are the politicians in D.C.]
TOP INTERIOR OFFICIAL OUSTED;
EFFORTS TO REFORM INDIAN ACCOUNTS
STYMIED
By Robert Gehrke, Boston Globe, 7/30/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—A top Interior Department
official said he was forced to quit Tuesday because he
challenged the department’s claims that it is repairing a
historically mismanaged trust fund for American Indians.
Special Trustee Thomas Slonaker, whose position
was created by Congress to provide independent
oversight for the overhaul of the fund and to report back
to lawmakers, submitted his resignation Tuesday to
Interior Secretary Gale Norton.
‘‘I was given the choice of resigning or being
fired,’’ Slonaker said in an interview. ‘‘Things have not
been going well in terms of trust reform, but it’s not
always the message they want to hear.’’
Slonaker has clashed with Norton and department
officials, offering testimony in court and before
Congress that contradicted assertions of progress toward
fixing the century-old trust fund designed to manage oil,
gas, mining and timber royalties from Indian land.
A history of mismanagement has resulted in the loss
of an unknown amount of money. Attorneys for Indians
who sued the government say at least $10 billion is owed
to more than 300,000 Indian landowners.
Last week, White House counsel and Justice
Department attorneys urged Slonaker not to submit
prepared testimony to a Senate Indian Affairs Committee
hearing in which he challenged the department’s plans
to account for lost Indian money.
The department has told Congress it will take $2.5
billion and 10 years to conduct a full accounting, but
Slonaker said a complete accounting is impossible
because records are missing or have been destroyed. …
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., said he was
disappointed by Slonaker’s resignation and the
administration’s refusal to give him real authority.
‘‘Mr. Slonaker’s resignation is just one more signal
that legislation is clearly necessary to cause reform to
the Interior Department’s management of Indian trust
funds,’’ McCain said in a statement.
During a hearing Tuesday before the Senate
Indian Affairs Committee, American Indian leaders
said they won’t back down on demands that an
independent commission supervise the Interior
Department’s management of $1 billion a year in
royalties from Indian land.

Tribal leaders want the commission to have the
power to subpoena documents, audit the
department’s accounting of the royalties and
impose fines against the interior secretary to repair
a history of mismanagement that has squandered
an unknown amount of money.
An independent commission is essential to fixing
management problems and is not negotiable, said Tex
Hall, co-chairman of the task force and president of the
National Congress of American Indians. …
The Indian leaders and the Department have
agreed to creating a new undersecretary for Indian
affairs and an official in charge of trust fund
accountability above the deputy secretary now in
charge of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The government has managed proceeds from
Indian tribal land since 1820 and for individual Indians
since 1887. Today it controls 45 million acres of
land belonging to 315 tribes and 11 million acres for
more than 300,000 individual Indians. The lands
generate more than $1 billion annually.
[JR: Gale Norton, the present head of the Interior
Dept. has for all appearances put the brakes on
reforms to secure the trust funds of Native
Americans and in so doing is protecting the selfserving bureaucrats in D.C. She has her orders
from the Greedy White Fathers to hold the fort
against the charging Indians. It will take more than
just p.c. rhetoric from a grandstander like Sen.
McCain who once held the position of chairman for
Indian Affairs, or the Indian Affairs Com. to clean
up the fraud that has run rampant in all the
departments of the BIA. The blue jackets in
Washington still think that Native Americans are
uneducated and incapable of handling their own
affairs. The battle to prove them wrong lies in the
courts just as it did at the battle of Little Big Horn.]
INS ADMITS IT’S FAR BEHIND IN PAPERWORK
Tribune, 08/04/02
WASHINGTON, D.C.—More than 2 million
documents filed by foreigners, from change of address
forms to requests for benefits, have been piling up for
years and only now are being reviewed by the
government, senior U.S. officials said Friday.
Immigrant advocates said that raises the
possibility some foreigners deported after Sept. 11
were in compliance with laws they were expelled
for breaking. Immigration and Naturalization
Service officials say that has not occurred.
The government has not revealed previously the
extent to which it has fallen behind in processing such
records. Congressional investigators began an inquiry
into the question after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
The documents have been collected by the INS
from field offices across the nation and sent to a
warehouse complex outside Kansas City, Mo.
They include 200,000 change-of-address notices,
INS spokesman Bill Strassberger said.
Failure to file a change of address form is a
deportable offense, and the Justice Department
recently said it would step up enforcement.
Another official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said that the 2 million documents also
include applications for benefits and that more
than 300,000 were citizenship applications.
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Strassberger said the agency is working to
improve its record keeping.
The INS expects to have processed most of the
documents by December.
[JR: When you have a government that
becomes so huge and unwieldy and is barely
able to function you have the makings of a
giant implosion caused by ineptness. The INS
is a perfect example of a department with such
failings. Our immigration dept. is supposed to
be an important part of national security so
why has this backlog been allowed since the
Clinton Administration? Why hasn’t the INS
been made a top priority for reorganization and
improvement since 911 by Bush and Co.? You
have to wonder if all this is deliberate and
intentional on Washington’s part.]
U.S. BANKS, CITIES
ACCEPT MEXICAN ILLEGALS’ ID
By Carter Dougherty,
THE WASHINGTON TIMES, 07/18/02
A Mexican identification card used chiefly by
illegal immigrants is being accepted by a growing
number of U.S. banks and cities.
Bill Strassberger, a spokesman for the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, stressed that
holders of the card, known as the “matricula
consular”, should not confuse it for a residency permit.
But he said no law or regulation prevents banks or cities
from using it. “It’s strictly an identification document,”
he said. “If banks choose to accept it, that does
not make it an immigration matter.”
For more than a century, Mexican consulates around
the world have offered the card to Mexican citizens.
But its use in the United States has picked up steam
during the past year as U.S. banks such as Wells Fargo,
Bank of America and Citibank, eager to manage the $60
billion earned by undocumented workers each year, have
begun accepting it for checking accounts.
Elected officials in major U.S. cities, including Los
Angeles, Chicago and San Francisco, have followed by
accepting the ID for use in city business such as
borrowing books from libraries, entering municipal
buildings and minor scrapes with the police.
“This program has gone completely beyond my
expectations,” said Martha Lara, the Mexican
consul general in Los Angeles who has lobbied
U.S. officials for its acceptance.
Every month in Los Angeles alone, the consulate
churns out 15,000 cards. The 47 other Mexican
consulates in the United States, especially those close to
the border, hand out thousands more.
The Mexican Consulate in Washington, where
most Hispanics hail from Central and South
America, issues about 450 cards each month, said
spokesman Miguel Monterrubio.
The card is a straightforward ID that includes
a person’s photograph and address in the United
States. During the past year, Mexican authorities
have phased in additional security features, such as
a hologram, to thwart forgeries.
Cardholders are widely recognized to be in the
United States illegally, as official residence would
give them access to American-issued identification,
such as a driver’s license.
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A broad coalition supports the use of the
cards. Police forces are happy to have a reliable
ID for noncitizens. Hispanic civil rights groups
seeking better treatment for Mexicans have
cheered it. The Mexican government, mindful of
the close attention being paid to immigrants since
the September 11 terrorist attacks, has pushed the
card as a way to protect its citizens.
A few groups who favor tighter immigration
laws have criticized it.
“It makes life easier for illegal immigrants, and
that compromises law enforcement and security,”
said Mark Krikorian, executive director of the
Center for Immigration Studies in Washington.
“It’s a creeping amnesty that incorporates illegal
aliens into our institutions.”
The roughly 3 million illegal immigrants in the
United States earn about $60 billion each year,
making them a rich potential market for American
banks, according to the Manuel Orozco of the
Inter-America Dialogue, a Washington think tank.
“One of our key target markets is Hispanics,” said
Ken Preston, a spokesman for Charlotte, N.C.-based
Bank of America, which has honored the card since
December. “They have traditionally been underserved.”
In addition to accepting the matricula, Bank of
America has invested $40 million in a Spanish-language
advertising campaign. It also offers a service that
allows customers to send money to Mexico.
San Francisco-based Wells Fargo, which in
November became the first bank in the nation to accept
the ID, has used the card to open 35,000 checking
accounts that now hold about $50 million in deposits.
The card, with a taxpayer identification
number—an Internal Revenue Service number
available to noncitizens—is enough to open an
account. The fact that most of the applicants are in
the United States illegally does not matter.
“We do not question the legal status of any of our
customers,” said Mary Trigg, a Wells Fargo
spokeswoman.
The impetus for using the card came from law
enforcement, especially the police department in Austin,
Texas. Nearly half of all robberies in Austin in 2000
were committed against undocumented Mexican
workers, including four robbery-homicides.
“This population was getting robbed [because]
they cannot put their money in a bank,” Assistant
Police Chief Rudy Landeros said.
In 2001, after discussions that included Wells
Fargo, Austin city officials and Mexican consular
authorities, the bank agreed to accept the card at
area branches. Convinced that the card helped
reduce crime, Austin began training police officers
to recognize and accept the ID.
Chief Landeros conceded that most of the
Mexicans who carry the card are in the United
States illegally but said the reduction in robberies
made the card an invaluable tool.
“We are focused on public safety, not
immigration,” he said. “Our job is to protect and
serve, regardless of immigration status.”
Following the Austin program, Mexican officials,
including Mrs. Lara, went to work in Southern
California to win acceptance for the card.
Wells Fargo also took a closer look at how the
Mexican government issues the ID and what it
does to prevent forgery.

“We had extensive talks with the Mexican consulate
on the security issues,” Ms. Trigg said. “The card has
all the things it needs to be a primary identification.”
On Nov. 7, Wells Fargo announced that the
card would be valid ID at all bank locations in 23
states, triggering a wave of interest by other
financial services companies.
“Three hours later, faxes were rolling into my
office [from banks] saying they would accept it
too,” Mrs. Lara said.
[JR: First of all, it is my understanding that an
“illegal” alien is in violation of U.S. law and
therefore becomes a criminal at large. Not only
are these law enforcement officers not enforcing
the law on these known illegal aliens, but also
banks are accepting checking and savings
accounts from known criminals (illegals) which
makes them a co-conspirator. Going one step
further, when these banks reports bank accounts
with “noncitizen numbers” to the IRS and still
nothing is done about the illegal aliens then the
IRS becomes an accomplice in this conspiracy to
aid and abet criminals. If a person in a
responsible position is aware a crime is being
committed or has been committed and does not
report it to the proper authorities then
technically they too can be charged.]
FED, TREASURY STATEMENTS
ONLY EVADE QUESTIONS
ABOUT U.S. GOLD POLICY
By James Turk, Editor, The Freemarket Gold &
Money Report, 08/04/02
There has been a flurry of letters from the Federal
Reserve and the Treasury Department responding to
various inquiries about the federal government’s activity
in the gold market. Not surprisingly, these letters make
the same contention as other letters I have seen in the
past—specifically, they contend that the federal
government has not been intervening in the gold market.
The Fed and Treasury letters were written in
response to inquiries by various supporters of the Gold
Anti-Trust Action Committee Inc. (www.GATA.org)
who had asked their congressional representatives to
investigate the evidence presented by GATA that the
gold price is being managed by the federal government,
working in concert with a few large bullion banks.
Because these Fed and Treasury letters mention me and
some of my work, I am compelled to respond.
The letter from the Federal Reserve to U.S. Sen.
Christopher J. Dodd is the easiest to deal with. Written
by Donald Winn, assistant to the board, it states:
“Contrary to Mr. Turk’sassertions, the Federal Reserve
has not engaged in a gold swap with the Bundesbank.”
Interestingly, I have never asserted that the Fed has
been engaged in gold swaps. I have always contended
that the gold swaps are being made by the U.S.
Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF). So this statement
by Winn is curious. It makes clear that Winn has not
read my work, or alternatively, he is attempting to
disinform those who read his letter.
Please keep an open mind about this last point.
Before you conclude that the Fed would not
deliberately attempt to disinform members of
Congress or the public, consider the word game
being played by Winn with the following statement:
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“As Chairman Greenspan has previously stated, the
Federal Reserve owns no gold and therefore could
not sell or lease gold to influence its price.”
This statement is accurate. The Fed owns
gold certificates that give it a claim to the U.S.
gold reserve; the Fed does not own bullion itself.
But what’s important about this statement is what
is left unsaid. We all know that the Fed does not
own gold, but does it OWE gold?
If the Fed borrowed gold, it would not own
that gold. But that physical bullion it borrowed
could be sold or leased to influence the gold price.
Is the Fed doing that? Winn isn’t saying.
The Treasury Department letters are written by
Assistant Secretary John Duncan. The ones I’ve
seen are identical, and I’ll use his letter to Sen.
Mitch McConnell for reference.
The letter starts well enough: “The article
[‘Accounting for the ESF’s Gold Swaps’] makes several
assertions. I will respond to each of them in turn.”
Unfortunately, as we’ll soon see, Duncan doesn’t.
But there is a bigger problem with his letter.
Duncan implies that he has authority to speak
on behalf of the Exchange Stabilization Fund. But
he doesn’t. Only the treasury secretary and the
president have that authority. And neither of them
will respond in writing to the evidence that the
ESF is indeed engaging in gold swaps.
So this letter from the hapless Duncan is pure
disinformation because he does not have any
authority to speak for the ESF. But let’s take a
look at it anyway because we’ll see from it that
the disinformation campaign continues.
Here is what Duncan says I am asserting:
“The Consolidated Financial Statement (CFS) indicates
that the Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF) has
liabilities in the form of Special Drawing Rights
(SDR) Certificates and of SDR allocations from the
International Monetary Fund. Information on this
has not previously been published.”
I have never said that this information had not been
previously published. In fact, if it hadn’t been
published, how would I have been able to analyze it in
the first place? This is absolute twaddle by Duncan.
Duncan more accurately states the next assertion
he says I make. “The ESF exchanges SDR
Certificates with the German Bundesbank in return
for gold to put on the market through off-balance
sheet loans. This exchange is why the SDR
Certificates disappeared from the ESF’s books.”
That is my point precisely, and here is
Duncan’s response.
“By law, the secretary of the treasury is
authorized to issue SDR Certificates only to the
Federal Reserve System. The SDR certificates went
off the ESF’s books because they were redeemed by
the Treasury Department with the secretary’s
authorization. The visible result in the ESF’s balance
sheet was a decline in the liability item for SDR
certificates and a corresponding decline in the asset
item for the ESF’s holdings of U.S. government
securities at the Bureau of Public Debt. The ESF
redeemed the U.S. government securities in return
for dollars to use in redeeming the SDR certificates
from the Federal Reserve System.”
Perplexed? So was I when I first read this response
by Duncan. It took me a couple of readings, but then
I realized why I was perplexed. It is clear that there is
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no answer here to my assertion. All Duncan explains
is the mechanics of how the SDR certificates were
redeemed. He does not explain why they were
redeemed, nor does he explain what happened to the
actual physical SDR certificate after it was redeemed.
It has been my contention that the SDR
certificate was given to the Bundesbank as
collateral after it was redeemed, and further, that
this transaction would occur as an off-balancesheet item on the ESF’s financial statement.
Duncan’s so-called answer to my assertion is in reality
a non-answer. But non-answers are useful too.
I always assume that a non-answer is a “yes.”
Duncan is being evasive. Because of Duncan’s longwinded technical explanation, the casual reader may
think that Duncan answered the question, and will
then read on to the next point. But by not denying
my assertion, Duncan leaves my assertion
unchallenged. So I take his reply as a “yes”—that
the ESF is exchanging redeemed SDR certificates
with the German Bundesbank in return for gold.
The third and final statement by Duncan to
explain my assertions is: “The CFS [Consolidated
Financial Statement of the U.S. government] and the
Treasury Bulletin report different amounts of foreign
exchange reserves because the CFS presentation nets
out foreign exchange liabilities.”
Mr. Duncan’s response here is interesting.
“The difference reflects the fact that the Treasury
Bulletin reports total U.S. reserve assets and that
this total includes the foreign currency assets of
the Federal Reserve System, which is not a U.S.
Government agency and therefore is not covered in
the CFS. The CFS covers only the reserve assets
held by the Treasury Department.”
Some readers may not be aware that the
Federal Reserve is not part of the U.S.
government. The Fed is privately owned, so
Duncan is saying that it is not consolidated into
the financial statements of the federal government.
But that leaves unanswered the question as to
why the Fed’s assets are reported as U.S. reserve
assets in the Treasury Bulletin. Is it to make the U.S.
reserve assets look bigger than they would otherwise
be if the Fed’s assets were excluded from the report
appearing in the monthly Treasury Bulletin?
So again, we are left with more questions than
answers.
It need not be that way. All we need is for the
treasury secretary or the president—who are the only
two people with authority to speak for the ESF—to
simply explain the evidence presented, compelling
evidence that the ESF is engaging in gold transactions.
Explain the evidence. It if is not related to
gold transactions, then explain what it is.
Just by explaining the evidence, the treasury
secretary or the president could put an end to this socalled speculation that the ESF is engaging in gold
transactions. It would be so simple for them. All they
need to do is respond with a short letter to the member
of Congress enquiring on behalf of his concerned
constituents about the U.S. gold reserve. A short
statement to the press would do as well, explaining
why the accumulated evidence is wrong and that the
ESF is not engaging in gold transactions.
But there is nary a word from either the treasury
secretary or the president denying that the ESF is
engaging in gold transactions. I wonder why.
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